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Seniors Gradu,ate June 11, Give $22, 780;
Cappellitti Gives ITaledictory; Mike Kiernan
Salutato-rian, Awarded '62 Loyola Medal
Largest Gift Yet
Given By Seniors

" :'\ Phyics Major
I
,I, 11,:1
.
Ranks I-Iighest

~I:

i'll

{,II
11,111

MICHAEL T.KIERNAN

KIERNAN GIVEN
LOYOLA MEDAL

Ronald L. Cappelletti and
Michael T; Kiernan were recently named by David C. Jones,'
President 'of the Senior Class, as,
the Valedictorian and Salutator- i
ian, respectively, Jor the coming:
Class Day and Graduation Ceremonies:
Mr. Cappelletti' is a physics
major in the· Bachelor of Science
curriculum'. He will attend the
State University i:li Illinois to
study Theoretical Physics under
an assistantship.- The Valedictor- .
ian participated in the MathPhysics Cluo, worked and wrote
for New Frontiers and Scientia,
.' Photo by -Pete Goss
both University literary publi- VERY REV. JAMES E. FITZGERALD, President of the Univercations, and Alpha Sigma Nu, sity, . accepts Senior Gift 'Plaque from Senior class President
the national Jesuit. Honor Fra~ David C. J·ones, while John C. O'Regan and the Glee Club look
ternity.
on. The plaque will ocntain the names of all contributors to the
Mr. Kiernan, from Meriden, is Senior Class gift.
(Cont'd on Page IS,.Col. I)

I

DONOR'S SCROl,L
TN CAMPION HALl,
Fairfield Uni \~ersity's sen.ior
class pioneered a new gift program fOl' the nation's collegians
to consider, subscribing $22,730
for the next three years as a
manifestation of their faith in
the' University's develqpment
program.
David ·C. Jones, the class president, announced over' 90 per
cent of'the 294 seniors are participating in a gift program geared to establish high levels of
active cooperation as each class
joins the alumni' effort. Jones
disclosed the plan at the annual
senioi- parents weekend.
(Cont'd on Page 6,. Col. 4)

21Pre-meds' OFFICERS, EDITORS
J. AED I· FOR NEW PRESS

f

CHOSEN
CLUB

Michael Terence Kiernan. former ·Editor-in-chief of the STAG,
• Oln
After several weeks of investiThe structure of this club is
has been named this year's reBy WILLIAM HALLA~
'gation. and planfling, the Univer- "unique," in that it has a cocipient of the Loyalo Medal.
Twenty-one premedical .stu- sity's new Publicity and Public ordinated and uniform ·s.l~stem
. Rev. George S. Mahan, S.J.,
dents from Fairfield University Relations Club is in operatio:l1al of editors similar to the STAG
executive assistant to the Presiwere initiated as cha~-ter mem-I form. This ."bud;~ing? yet vital and the MANOR . The par~dent, said the award would be
bel'S of the first Connecticut; I campus activIty, IDltwted and mount reason for thIS system IS
made at graduation ceremonies
chapter of Alpha Epsilon Delta, designed by Ned CoIl '62. will that the club· hopes to literally
to honor Mr. Kiernan's work for
the
international premedical go un de r the comprehensive ."flood" national and local news
the University during the past
honor society, Sunday, May 13 name of "The Press Club" in the sources w~thpertinent Fairfield
four years.
at 4 p.m. in Canisius Hall. Six 'future. The expressed purpose of academic, cultural, and athletic
The Saint Ignatius Loyola
faculty members wer,e initiated this organization is to assis,t the data. Since its April 6th origin,
Award has been. instituted by
with the group of selected stil- Public Relations office in pro- the club has been responsible
the Alumni of Fairfield Univerdents to be chartered as the moting the name of Fairfield for numerous releases.
sity to honor a member of the
Connecticut Alpha Chapt-er-the throughout the country.
Ken Keane, '64, of Waterbury
graduating class for his singular78th on the chapter roll. Dr.
has been appointed President,
ly distinguished contribution to
Maurice L. Moore, national prewhile Tony Carbonell, of Man-.
and his loyal representation of
sident of the fr~ternity,.presided' I
hattan, is vice-president. Below'
Fairfield University during his
at the formal mstallatIon cere- .
these two' general coordmators
four undergraduate years.
monies. Dr. Salvatore SanteUa, I
are several editors. Peter Goss
The face of the medal is a bust
Fairfield U., '53, delivered the I
'64, of Massapequa, N.Y., is
of St. Ignatius in relief. The reprincipal address. A banquet
Photography Editor and hopes
verse side has the seal of the
RONALD L. CAPPELLETTI
(Cont'd on Page IS, Col. 2)
·to compile a file of every FairUniversity surrounded by 'Saint 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - field student. These photos wil1
Ignatius Loyola Medal, Alumni
be forwarded to hometown
Award." The name of Mr. Kier~nnounces
sources when a student is electnan will be inscribed below the
.!:l
.' ,
ed to some office or selected for
seal.
scholastic honor. Gene Massey
Father Mahan told the STAG,
0
'64, of West Hartford, is News
a committee of faculty chose Mr.
Editor; his assis,tants are: ImKiernan from among twelve
The STAG has been notified struc'tion of undergraduates and
mediate News
Editor, Jim
other nominations .
that Dr. Alan T. Waterman, Di- to aid colleges and universities
Kickham '63, and Long Range
Mr. Kiernan, from Meriden, rector of the National Science in the crucial task of meeting
(Cont'd on Pa·ge 2, Col. 4)
(Cont'd on Page 6, Col. 2)
Foundation, announced to Very the nation's requirements for
Rev. Fr. Rector and Fr. Var- competent scientists.
Large Turnout
nerin an award of $21,890 to
The award was made on the
the Chemistry Department for basis of national competition;
Elects 1962-63
the purchase of new equipment the keenness of competition
Class Ofjicer.5
on a cost sharing basis. The among the nation's colleges and
DAKOTA STATON
award
was
made
under
the
universities
fOl'
such
a
grant
is
The renovation of Southwell
The results of the recent elec..
Un del' graduate Instructional indicated from N.S.F. receiving
Hall has begun, according to Fr.
tions of class officers for the
Equipment
Progi.·am
of
N.S.J<".
requests
for
six·teen
inillion
dolLaurence Mullin, S.J. The puryear 1963 are: Class of '65: John
pose of the construction is to for the purchase of equipment lars and having only five million
Gugle, president; George Egan,
to be used directly in the in- dollars to award.
convert the old barn into a theavice president; Jeff Campbell,
The
award
was
presented
on
tre-workshop to be used by the
secretary; Matt Deluca, treasurthe basis of a proposal prepared
Drama Society. Contracts have
er. Class of '64; Jim Duquette,
SUMMER
by Fr. Robert E. Varnerin, S.J.,
been signed with the Henry and
president; Bill Hoehler, vice
; :lssisted by Dr. John A. Barone
SCHOOL!
Shaun Sullivan, g e n e l' a 1 president; Peter Garry, secreGerrity Construction Company
and with the help and coop- chairman of Senior Week, has' tary; John Dalton, treasurer.
and with Hoffman Fuel. Fr.
Summer session registration eration of all members of the
Mullin stated the opening date da:tes at Fairfield University science faculties. The proposal, told the STAG, Dakota Staton, Class of '63: Frank Mastrapasof the theatre is still unforsee- have been set for June 25.26 along with over a thousand prominent female vocalis,t, will qua, president; Bob Fay, vice
headline the Senior Week (June president; Don Cook, treasurer;
able.
.
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in Cani· other proposals, was evaluated
Nicl( Macarchuk, secretary.
Vi ork has begun on the box sius hall, according to the Rev. on the basis of merit, by panels 7, 8, 9).
The Senior Class has rented
The voting statistics were as
office, the lobby wall and a cloak T. Everett McPeake, S.J.. direc- of outstanding scientists.
the Merritt Parkway Motor
(Cont'd on Page 8, Col. 1)
room. A new heating system is tor of the summer program.
The program.to be supported Hotel for the weekend. The
also being installed. When the
theatre is finished it will seat . Classes for the co· educational by these funds is en 't i tIe d Motel will h 0 s t some of the
approximately 150. The Drama sessions will begin June 27 and "Structural Analysis with Em- events of the weekend.
P AGE DIRECTORY
Society will be asked to modify will continue through August 8. phasis on Spectral Methods"
On Thursday, June 7, the Tino
5
expenses by lending a hand with
Courses will be offered in bi- and will subsidize the purchase Weekend will commence with
Lawrence
6
the light work such as painting ology.
chemistry, economics, of e qui p men t particularly an "Olympic Holiday," matchAfternoon with a poet
'1
adapted
to
instruc'tion
in
the
ing the faculty against 'the sen- McNulty
and cleaning up.
English, fine arts. French. Ger·
8
Construction is being support- man, government. education, modern theori&'> of science. The iors . in feats of physical dex16
Zavatsky
..
ed primarily by donation al- history,
Latin.
mathematics, equipment purchased will be of terity. Under the direction of Scott
.
...... 11
though a grant from the Univer- physics, philosophy. psychology. such a basic nature and appli- Michael Maloney the events Student Council
14
cability
that
it
will
find
wide
scheduled are: softball, volleysity is expected, according to Russian, sociology, Spanish and
Aid :to Education
15
(Cont'd on Page 9. Col. 3)
Fr. Mullin.
,theolog)'.
«;;ont'd on Page 9. Col. 5)

NSF
$21 890 Gift
T F U Ch·
emlstry D epartment

RenovaiionBegins
On Southwell I-Iall

Senior Week
Features \Tocalist
Dakota Staton

I
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The Bracero Story
1

and other diseases are naturally I
. Improvements"
(This hmely arhcle IS reprmt- widespread among people who I At this. poipt it would. bel
ed from the October Newsletter cure themselves with herbs and' feasible to present the other side;
issued by Social Action Secre- who believe that a raw egg has of the story ~ to show what has!
tariat, of the National Federa-. more healing power than an been done to improve the situa- '
tion of Catholic College ~tu- antibiotiC. Poor housing condi- tion of the bracero himself and
dents. The author of the arhcle tions and' undesirable food arc' to decide what his' relationship.
~s MissPat:dcia Dc:nahue'la Sen- fac-lOl:s, which cert.3.inly do not to the do.mestic migl.·~!1J_wQr.k~rj
lor at Man~attanv111e Col.ege of help to ward off dls~ase.
should be. We c.an J?omt only .to I
the Sacred Heart.)
.
-Even-if the bracero did accept a Senate Investl~atmg -Commit- I'
The bracero story began m medication he could not afford t~e of 1959 whICh has found
1942 when the governments of it. Public Law 78 which. allo~s "depressing details· about housMexico and .the United States the entry' of.M~xican agricul- in!? conditions, wages, and i,llitagreed that It wou~d be . p::~fitc tural workers, states that they eracy:" Of course we cO'clld also
able for both countnes to mlt.late must be'paid at a scale equal to mentIOn that t~e 87th~Congl'ess
a program whereby' MeXican the prevailing one where they -.,xtended Publlc Law III
Delab~)Urers could come to the are employed, and. their con- cember 31,. 1961 when publlc
Umted States for work on the tracts guarantee them emnloy- hearmgs WIll be held and a carefarms of the Southwest. Many ment for three:fourths of the ful revIew made of the pro-,
American farm labourers· had time- tlley are' in. the' United gram,". This repres~nts further:
bee? draf.ted and the efforts of States: The bracero may earn ext~nslOn of a wartime measure.
"
Photo by Ronald Cappelletti
the MeXicans. would prevent from $30 to $80 for a 9 hour day which should have been con- THE FOUNDING FATHERS of the newly formed Press Club
great destructIOn of the crops. 6-day week. He is told that $1.75 cluded fifteen years ago. Other 'pose in front of the Fairfield Archives Building. Pictured from
The program was defined as an will be taken out for food Thi<: 'solutions to the problem have left are: (front row) Ned CoIl, Tony Corbonell (vice-president),
emerg~ncy wartim~ .meas~re.
sounds reasonC\ble enough, but not been present:d.
Gene Massey, Ken 'Keane (President), Gil-Class, Tom Fitzgerald;
AnxIOUS to ,Parhclpate m th.e actually, after deductions (rarely
.
S~l~tlons
. (back row) Pat Hurley, Frank Debrot, Jim Kickham, Pete Goss,
benefits of thIS program, MexI- itemized) are taken out, he nets . It IS o~r opmlOn .that t~esolu- and Orest Fiume.
cans swarmed to c.enters such about $2.47. It is unlikely that hon ultImately hes WIth the
as Empalm~ to awaIt departure he will complain, for he is part grower of the ~ou:thwest a~d
will work in cooperation with
'PRESS CLUB
for the Umted States. and, su~- of an unorganized mass of work- the d.egree of hIS lI~fluence m
s)
Mr. Tartaro in appointing cap(Cont'd
from
Page
L
Col.
p.osedly, better workmg ~ondl- ers and he speaks only Spanish. vyashmgton. We prefer the soluable students to personally visit
. hons than they had prevI~u.sly In theory, he has many rights; t~on that Fath~r McDonnell de- News Editor, Frank Debrot '64-. these newspapers and, in some
kn~wn. For some, the wmtmg in practice, very few. What hap- I'lve.d from hIS .study for t~e The third branch of this club's cases, magazines.
penod stretched from days, ~o pens depends largely on the Natlonal CatholIc. Rural LIfe production will be its athletic
months, to years. Today, thIS foreman's, humaneness, ~, the Conference. He proposes that department headed by Pat Hur"emergency.measure." allows for bracero can always be sent bac'k the ~rbwers. pay their labo~rers ley '64 ·and Gerry Magner '64,
ASI Lists 1000
the yearly Importahon of close home. In many cases the growers as mdustnes p~y unskIlled of Winnetka, Illinois. All athto 500,000 brace~~s.
simply decide unilaterally what labour. ExplanatIOn: 'I her e letic coverage will be increased European Vacations
Vl!e~e we to VISIt Empalme or might be the minimum wage would be no shortage; the farm
by additional releases both to
The American Student Infora. SImIlar center, we :"ould. find they can get away with arid that workers. would then have more national newspapers and magal~terally th?~sands of ~exlcans figure becomes the prevailing ~ur~hasmg po'wer. and would zin€S.
mation Service announces that
Simply wmtmg, for. their sU?1- wage. They' are not convicted JI}dl;ectly strengthen the naamong 1,000 summer jobs iIi EuAfter all forms of faculty and
mons to depa~t. While he wa~ts, because of their political influ- hon s economy., The bracero
rope still avail-able to American
the bracero _ IS fo.rced to hv:e ence and their program has cost story could then come to an end. student news has been composed by club members, it will be college shldents al'e such choice
u:nder the most dIfficult condl- the American taxpayer $100
. briefly reviewed by the club's p6sitionsas Life Guard at a
hans.. Sleepmg quarter~ are not million over the past fifteen
world~famous Swiss resort, tu. -'ioderawr 'and the University's toring
suffiCIent; there'lS a senous. lack years. As a group they protest 1962.63..S.luteS.e,t
in Finland, crew
·
Cl b
. DireCtor of Public Relations, memberEnglish
of wa.ter and the meagre funds violently to any type of unionon Rhine River barges
Ed
By
!.
ucation,
u·
i
Mr.
Frederick
Tartaro.
'Then
h
he. mIght possess must now ~e ization, saying that their 'crops
.
'will b€' forwarded to "phase and high paying office jobs in
sp~nt for food. T~ addt?· hIS would perish in the ,event of a
On Wednesday, ApI'll 18, the t " " f th .
. 1"
d' t·· Germany.
~llJsery he often discovers ·that ·strike.
Education Club of Fairfield Uni- hW~'. 0
e opera IOn IS 11'Wages range from $160 per
III order to secure a good recomUnions
versity held election of their u Ion.
mendatioit from town officials,
month for the highest paying
1962-63
officers.
The
editor
of
this
branch
is
he must offer a sizeable payment . The critical problems of'the
jobs in" West Germany 1:<J only
in return. Once his name is call- United States domestic migrant , Elected for the new term Gil Cass '64, of West Hartford, room and board for work in
were:
Louis
Totto
'63,
President;
and
he
is
assisted
by
Marty
'ed, he must pass a physical worker will be impossible to
Spain.
examination to prove that he is solve as long as' the bracero re- Anthony Granda '63, Vice-Presi- Sienko '64, of Palmer, Mass.
dent;
Alexander
Pricenor
'63,
'While
releases
are
being
forStudentS interested in summer
in good health and is capable mains. The latter group will conof farm labour. Callused hands tinue to drive the resident fam- Corresponding Secretary; Thom- warded to various news sources, jobs in Europe may write directare a good indication of past ily workers from the fields and as Ragazzino '63,· Recording the Public Relations Depart- ly to the ASIS, 22 Avenue de la
experience. Finally, the bracero orchards because of their lack Secretary; James White '64, men-t, headed by Tom Fitzpat- Liberte, LuxembOurg Cit y,
rick '64, of GreaIt Neck, N.Y., Grand Duchy of LuxeJTIbourg.
boards a truck with several of of unionization and their "male Treasurer.
his fellow travelers and heads only" qualification. Organizers
for the great land of opportunity.. for the AFL-'CIO w 0 I' kin g
Living Standards
through the Agricultural Workers Organizing Committee have
Growers of the Southwestern recognized this fact and have
states greet the newcomers with tried to raise wage levels. They
open arms, because the Ameri- have struck fifteen of Imperial
can farm population - has not Valley's big lettuce ranches. The
It was learned today that at of work to be done is over- higher. The nee:d fOor serious
increased enough to keep pace issue is of no concern to brawith food production, the bra- ceros, but, A WOC insists that if least two and possibly six whelming. In some of the leslS workers is great.
Anyone wish~ng to do such
ceros constitute the bulk of the the strikes don't. work, the bra- Fairfield men' will spend· seven densely populated parts of the
work or even 'to find out more
labor force that harvests fruits, ceros will be withdrawn.
weeks thissumtri..er working Southwest one parish may be about the program should
vegetables and cotton fabrics of
with Maryknoll missionar.ies made up of two or t;!u'€e coun:- tact the Dean of Men, Fr. Mcdaily use. The Mexicans will
work ,wherever they are sent, Young Dems Meet;
and seminarians in "the south- ties, creating tremendous ge<>- Cormick.
but their standards of living will
·el'nmissions.The names have .graphical obstacles. In other r;;;;:;;~;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;:::;
be poor everywhere. With re- F. U. Aids In Plans
been, withheld .on. the. request places the area may be smaller
gard to maintaining healthy
A delegation of the campus of .the persons invloved.
but the number of people much
conditions, they cling to their
Young Democrats attended the
ancestral customs and refuse re- annual Young Democrats'state
The type of work involved
liable' medication. Tuberculosis convention held on May 4 and will be teacMng catechism, o,r5 at New Haven's Hotel Ta'ft.
ganizing 'CYO's, visiting the
THE, BIG DIFFERENCE
Among those attending from paris,hioners, and any o~her jo~s Chance Wayne has his own idea of the
Greet'lng Cards
h t iJh
ast
ay as"ngn ThIS
big difference between people, just as
Fairfield were James Trow-, t, a, e p: or I?
'.'.
the County Cinema has its own idea of
Social Stationery
budge, Henly Jarek, ,David year s group Will be split InW
the big difference in motion pictures.
three two man teams One has
Our idea is to present our audiences
Crane's
Brady and Richard Lawless.
. ~
.. .
with stimUlating entertainment, consistS
been assigned, to Alpme, Texas,. ing ,of real dramatic .conflict and acting
and other fine papers
The Canisius Academy held
, tate offi~ers were ele:cted a't another to 'Herford, Texas, and
to perfection. It is all exemplified in
Engraving _ Printing
it': annual banquet on May 7 at the
conventIOn A platform was
.
V·
our current presentation, "SWEET BIRD
.
.
.
,
the
third
will
go
to
eiJthel;
IrOF
YOUTH,"
starring
the
same
pair
Wedding Invitations
Kunkel's Restaurant, in Bridgea~opted. Two of Fairfield's giniaor New Mexico.
who br·ought it fame on Broadway, Paul
port. Plans for the coming year also
resolutIOns were incorporated,
..
'..
Newman and 'Geraldine Page.
Announcements
were discussed and moderator in the platform, one dealing - Other sun:uners semmarlans ~~~ ~:hrhebig difference" for yourself,
Visiting Cards
F' -,.'. T');c:hard Rousseau, S.J., ex- with the President's medical- have been aIded by volunteers
Attractive and
p,'c,3'x.:d his desire for a bene- aid bill, 1.he 0 the I' resolution from Cardinal Newman Clubs
COlJNTY CINEMA
Distinctive Gifts
ficial and intellectually reward- calling for the unification' of the at non-sectarian unIversities.
120 King'S Highway, Fairfield
G ift Wrappings an d Service
•
EDison
41411
ing year to come. Outgoing president Robert Jorlett offered his Connecticut
penal
system under This
the .Fairfield
first yearhav,e'
any paTs1:u- i~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
a Department
of Corrections.
dents isfrom
best wishes for the future sucProminent figure~ attending ticipated in the ,:t,>rogi'am, ~d,
cess of the Academy.
the convention included Secre- Maryknoll superylsors h~pe. m
At the Academy's last me.et- tary of Health, Education and future years Fmrfie,ld WIll be
ing on April 10, election of offi.. Welfare Abraham Ribicoff, Go- able to supply many more voaers was held. Officers for the
coming year are Richard Fagan vernor John Dempsey, Con- lunteers.
In an interview, one of this
;63, president and John O'Cori- gressman Frank Kowalski and
year's group noted the amount
-qell '64, secretary-treasurer. At Robel't Giaimo.
this meeting also, a list of tenta~ive books to be reviewed in the
wming academic year was prepared and suggestions for guest
lectures were offered.
In the fall, 'the Academy' will
. Booksellers to Bridgeport and
be open for new membership.
Fairfield for 20 years
Upperclassmen as well as Freshmen and Sophomores are enGRADUATION GIFT' BOOKS
couraged to join. The Academv
provides students with an opBOOKS FOR SUMMER READING
portunity to broaden and deepen
their knowledge of Theology and
keep abreast with contemporary
Broad St;
Unquowll. Rd.
pr.oblems that responsible CathBridgeport
Fairfield
01lcs must face.
E
....
E_D__6_-2_S.,;6_7
. .:C.:L:...9:...:1~4.:1:2
'I.liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJl
by ~IS~ PATRICI.A DC;>NAHU.~

,;0

I

FU Stud·ents To Spend Summer
In Work For Marykn!Jl1 Missions

oon-

I

Blu~

The
Bird Shop

. CanisiusAcademy
Picks President

I

The Open Book. Shop

IlI

H eartiset Congratulations
and
Best Wishes
to the
Graduating Class of '62
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IThirteen

Seniors
\lfill Attend
Medical Scbool

NSF· Grants $12,200 To F.U.
For Local In-Service Institute

Fairfield University has reThirteen Fairfield University
ceived a $12,200 grant for a Naseniors w ill begin· studies in
tional Science Foundation Inmedical school in September~
Service Institute for high school
according to Dr. Donald J. Ross,
and junior high school teachers
of science. and mathematics durChairman of the Unive,sity
ing the academic year 1962-63.
Biology Department.
according to an announcement
The seniors win continue their'
by Dr. Paul A. Scherer, Acting
studies at: New York Medical.
Director of the Foundation.
Hahneman 11 lVf ed; ca I. Seton }h 11
The grant authorizes 52 teachMedical. Duke University. St.
ers from this area to take part
Louis University. Yale MAr!;cal,
in' Saturday classes during the
Stritch Medical. Colle~e of LoyCOJIling -year. However, Dr. John
ola University. Rochester School
A. Barone, Director of the Instiof Medicine and the University
tute, has indicated that the Uniof Pennsylvania School of Mediversity plans to increase the
cinco
number of participants to 60 in
Among the other medical
order to make an additional conschools accepting the students
tribution to the area. The fact
are McGill of Montreal. Canada,
that applications were received
Albany Medical College. Jefferlast year for the first year of the
son and Boston Universit;es.
proposed three - year sequential
Dr .:Ross cited the students for
Photo by Tom Phelan
program with an authorized
DAME JUDITH ANDERSON is escorted to her car after her aiding in compiling the excelstrength of 50, was one of the
performance of 'Macbeth' and 'Medea 61'.
lent record of the University's
reasons for the extension. Many
pre-medical and pre-dental proof the teachers in this year's
grams. A year ago 100 per cent
institute plan on staying for a
of the recommended students
sec~)l1d year of the popular proentered schools of' their choice.
gram. However, openings are
Thus far, 13 out of 14 seniors
anticipated and new applicants
have been accepted for further
are encouraged to contact Dr.
studie~.
.
Barone.
.. Dame Judith Anderson ap- gathered at her dressing room
In a letter to the Institute Director, Dr.. Harry C. Kelly.of the
peared at the University on door, '.'1 always el)joy ptaying
K of C GIFT
National Science Foundation
Thlll:sday, May ~, in a perform- ·to college audiences but have
stated, "The key role p~ayed by
ance of Medea and Lady Mac- especially 'enjoyed tonight's auThe Knights of Columbus
our ,. science and mathemtics
beth.
dience, which was more than
Ignatian Council has contrib·
teachers in· strengthening and
In an interview after the per- responsive."
uted $90.00 :to the BuiI0.:'1.9
increasing our scientific' and
formance, Dame Judith felt this
Mr. William Roerick, leading and Redevelopment Fund of
. technical potential is now genwas a more difficul't.role to play man to Dame Judith, felt the
:the University. Past Grilnd
erally recognized. The Foundathan the Broadway version be- standing ovation the company
Knight Kenne:th DubllC stated
tion welcomes your endeavors in
cause of th~ necessary integra- received is a European custom
tha:t :the Knights have paid
helping our teachers to improve
tion required. She said she must seldom· expressed by American :the money in one year ra:ther
their competence in subject
bridge all the gaps ill the parts audiences. "You should have :than over a period of, three
specialties,. thus aiding them in
which were deleted from the some alumnus donate a theatre .years for which the pian.·
the preparation of high quality
original Euripides version.
h
" h'd
initia:ted by :the Class of ~62.
sCientists for the future." In orWhen asked w h i ch of 'the to t e campus,
e sal .
calls.
der to realize the ·objective of
roles she preferred, Medea or
In the audience the night of
P.G.K. Dubuc said of 1he
improving subject - matter comLady Maobetih, Dame Judith the performance were June
Build;ng Fund that, "it is an
petence of the· participating
told us we could not compare Havoc and Peggy Wood.
opportunity for .other activi·.
teachers, specialization in the
Shakespeare to Jeffers. "HowMiss Wood remarked after
ties to con:tribute to the bet·
areas of biological science, physever, Jeffers' style of writing is the performance that Dame· :termen:t of the University. as
ical. science, and mathematics
more· adaptable to my acting Judith is a perfectionist. "Every
the senior class dod this year.
will·be provided. The grant prostyle."
move she makes is made with a
in raising $23,000."
vided by theN.S.F. will enable
Dame Judith told the crowd purpose."
..:.-._~===::--=-=-:=======:::::!
the teachers to enroll in the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ._----Institute without cost and receive a transportation and book
allowance as well. .
The Rev. James H. Coughlin,
S.J., Chairman of the Fairfield
University Graduate Department of Education pointed out
that teachers completing the
Institute courses' satisfactorily
-PREFERRED PATTERN:
can obtain six hours' of academi'c
credit for each year of the Insti.tute. This is applicable to a
master's degree or a certificate
of advanced study. The program
to be offered during the proposed
three-year sequence will fulfill
the subject matter 'requirement
in each field for the degree or
certificate. Applicants interested
in only a single year as well as

STAG Interviews Dame Judith;
Fairfield ·Alldiellce Responsive

_._-

.Fr.

Ryan~·

J. Reed

Conclude, Series
The Rev. John W. Ryan, S.J.,
and Joseph Verner Reed, presi- dent and producer of this year's
Stratford Shakespearean Festival, presented the final letcure
of the current Shakespeare Lecture Program May 16, in Gonzaga Auditorium.
Fr. Ryan discussed the historical comedy of Henry IV. Mr.
Reed, author of "The Curtain
Falls," spoke on the background
of the 1962 productions. This
season at Stratford he will present Helen Hayes and Maurice
Evans.
Douglas Seale, director of
Henry IV, Part I, opened the
1962 series on May 2. Mr. Seale
has enjoyed a distinguished
theatrical career, primarily in
England.
On May 9, the Rev. John L.
Bonn, S.J., discus·sed "The Historical Tragedy of Richard II."
presentation of "Hamlet." At
Boston College he was director
and Dean of ·"the ·B.C. summer
school of drama.
. Fr. Ryan, chairman of the
Fairfield Eng lis h departmenf .
and former professor of· Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama
at 'the Boston College graduate,
school, is director of the Shakespeace Lecture Series, which he .
initiated in 1958.

. ~4· . I
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And who's got it?
Rogers Peet, that's who!
As in all things that make for
leisure good looks in wearing
apparel, we can outfit you from
head to toe in India Madras ...
with no two patterns alike, but
this much common to all:
Good Taste and Quality at
Reasonable Prices.
Come in and see for yourself!

New York: Fifth Avenue at 48th St.• Fifth Avenue at 41st St. '. 258 :B;o~dway at Warren St.
·Boston: Tremont at Bromfield St.• 'Vashingt~n: 14th. at.G St., N:'V.
.
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IJ;l one ,year ,the Alpha Sigma
Nu honor fraternity has brought
to the Falrfield campus: Canticle
,to Christmas, History of the
Dance, Oedipus, Under Milkwood, The Art of Poetry, Rev.
Waiter Ong, S.J., Hiram Sherman and Patrick Hines and most
,recently ,they presented the
greatest living -actress, of our
·time, Dame Judith AJ!.derson.

'63 SPIRIT
Appeamllces would indicate a
rift between the junior 'Class arid
this newspaper. Suggested reasons are the lack of members -of
that class on the staff as editors
or writers, the~ifferences in
thinking and attitudes toward the
University, or the simple fact of
class rIvalry. For our part, we
should like to disclaim any prejudice toward the Class of '63,
feeling it petty to offer this type
of destructive criticism as worthy
of a newspaper representing all
Fairfield students: The aim~ and
problems of both individuals and
the university as a whole leave
little room for suoh immaturity.
In this spirit, we congratulate
the Class of' '63 for their fine
showing in two recent undertakings, the class elections and the
Dogwood Festival. Both events
contributed to the reputation of
that class. and the University, for
being conducted well and demonstrating maturity. '.Dhe, promise
shown and high starndards set by
the oalibre of these activities
should guide them fOT their important senior year.
GeneraLization and collective
viewing have hurt the reputation
of the class-but common sense
tells us that the inane (let us be
honest) actions of certain individualsshould not condemn a
vast majority of men: to an, existence of sneering remarks and
volatile rejections. Charity-no,
honesty is a virtue in this case.
Few know or admit the work
done in many areas by. the junior
class. Besides their predominant
athletic record, these men have
succeeded in the difficuIt science
courses, the political clubs, the
Cardinal Key, and the Student
Council. Do these achievements
and others like them justify a
blanket condemnartion of an entire class?

Peace Hostages
This event met with a vivid lack
of ,student-facuIty-administrative To the Editor:
I propose an exchange of Peace Hossupport.
tages \vith Russia ,and other potenti~l
AS.N. is now faced with a nuclear po:-:ers as a major step toward
variety of questions. Should they peace. The exchange should, be on a_
continue the' high calibre of massive basis involving millions . . .
,events which made them famous not mere token trades a;:;' her'etofore
among our cultural organizations.
during the past year? Has there
. The fiTst exchange should be 'made
been any noticeable effect on the at, the very top 'leveL Let President
student body since A.S.N. ,c,ame Kennedy exchange the family of oJ;le of
into existence?'And most impor- his close relatives for a Klirushchev
tantly, w:hy do the same students counterpart.' Likewise; include families
and faculty always find the time of other government officials and civil
to attend the events sponsored by , servants, as well as individuals and/or
tlleir families from industry, business,
the AS.N.?
science, edu'cation and labor.'
Realizing that A,S,N. did not
I believe a Peace _Hostage Program
achieve monetary success with should be given official recognition by
Medea. we wonder if there is not the governments involved. Th9se who
a system whereby the Adminis- volunteer should be assured by law
tration or individual classes could that their jobs will be secure upon
return. Each Hostage should be placed
co-sponsor events with the AS.N. in
a job abroad which is similar to the
The UnIversity is in the midst one he does at home. He will be better
of an, expansion program but understood abroad and, at home by
'
does this mean that intellectual those in the same occupation:
Side
benefits
of
this
'program
are
stimulation is, to suffer because
broader than its mere deterrent effects.
of a paucity of funds?
Correspondence between those at home
We also ask for consideration andabroaq, and regular press coverage
w ill further extend ,understanding.
of the possibilities of centering 'Perhaps
a genuine compromise society
responsibility for the physical could evolve out of a continuous inter-,
plant of the University in one change of peace-seeking'people. Differwhich cannot be resolved without
man to avoid the present prob- ences
communication, short of insane nuclear
lem of receiving permission for destruction, might be resolved by time
'use of a building only to find and reason. Despite its many inherent
that you then must receive speWILLIAM ZAVATSKY
,cial permission to use the individual rooms in that building.
Finally, we remind student,
Artistry and Appreciation
,:fiaculty and Administration, that
Picture the dynamic Franz Liszt in
the sohool now possesses, a proconcert before the Russian court. A
scenium which, if used, could disturbing murmur -has made him sudadd to the facets of the gym- denly halt his ,lyrical creations;, the
nasium. We hope that one un- pianist is plainly annoyed. Czar Nicholas is absorbed in conversation with
successful event will not dissuade his ;ldjutant, and it is several moments
the University from, attempting before ohe realizes the music has
stoped. "What is the trouble?" he asks.
similar events in the future.
Liszt replies pointedly: "When the
The interested minority de- Czar is speaking, it is the musician's
serves an opportunity to further duty to be silent."
Imagine a dimly-lit New York riight
their education.
spot filled with chattering people,
The intellectuaUy complacent laughter, and the cling of ice in,glasses.
will remain but the intellectually The band has just concluded a' number,
is about to play another composicurious should not be submerged. and
tion. Instead, composer Charles Mingus,

.':.

risks, should the Communists agr€e to
the Peace Exchange Hostage Exchange
.
onenet:;d only compare, its probable
slow~down Of overt acts by accident or
intent with the possiole clear alternative: total obliteration of life in the
Northern Hemisphere, within a few
weeks after a mere half-hour nuclear
,

nj~htmare.

While I believe the first Peace Hostages should be from top-level governmen t officials,' a ·list of volunteers from
other citizens should be compiled first.
It will show our government that there
is a widespread desire to' make a concrete effort for peace- by ,this method.
I ask, that any oi your readers willing
to join me as a volunteer Peace Hostage (subject .to acceptance by American
and Communist governments) fora
period' of from 6 'months to two years
or longer-with or without familieswrite to PEACE HOSTAGES, Box 2737,
Grand Central Station, New Yor;k 17,
N.Y.
STEPHEN D. JAMES

Apologia
To the Editor:
I regret any aspersions which I may
have cast on the faculty of this unIversity. I have never denied that Mr.
Petry, possesses a vigorous and exciting
mind; I merely doubt the validity of
his conclusions,' as have many' others
wiser than myself. I hope that he will
accept my humble apolo~.
Sincerely,
SEAN O'ROURKE

THE JAZZ WORD

CO'UNCIL
RATIONALE

The annual Class and Council
elections now, past, . the elected
leaders of the srtudent body have
the upcomin.g seveml vaca-tion
months in whi0h to plari. their
approach and eff'ecting of student
government on this· campus. This
newspaper has repeatedly challenged these leaders to establish
But honesty is also necessary the necessary common norms for
on their part. Consoious of their progressive student adminiswarole in the University, they must 'lion' of student affa!iJrs.
make it evident that their repuThe STAG has implored the
tation is largely undeserved. Per- officers to re-think their obligahaps their interes'ts are other' tions as officer-leaders. And we
than the more obvious acrtJivities ask further, in aocordance with
like' publications; but within this, that the Council establish an
their interests lie many of the orientatiOn program fur its own
areas in which they' 0an be of membership. The program should
I>ervice to their fellow student include materials on the definiand the University. Their elec- tion and funcmon of an officer in
t~ons and week-end show the
student government, a' comparapresent potenti'al. We expe0t tive study of basic student govmU0h ofa senior class-and reel ernment systems; discussions ~"
we shall not be disappointed in' ahout officer-'00nstituent relations'
this one. It is up to them. In 1:Jheii:r .-'-the officer's role as a symbol,
effort, we must not hesitate to an initiator, and representative,
offer our assistance.
and about leadership on a personThe Sophomore
tdjtor~
to-person basis.
.
.
,
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no Liszt, but a titanic figure with pas" sions to match his frame and an original contributor to modern jazz, lays
his bass aside and clutches the microphone. Labelling his audience "poppalopper," Mingus delivers a sarcastic
Phillipic against non-listening listeners who follow'jazz because it is the
"thing to do."
These two instances of artistic in-

dignation emphasize a problem which
has corifronted ,musicians of every century: poor ,working conditions. Like the
carpenter, the professional rnuslicianfrom our standpoint the jazzman-has
spent years of study and apprenticeship in learning, his trade. He too has
fashioned sOll.lething from his knowledge, as the' carpenter builds a house.
Beautiful or ugly, it deserves at least
to be noticed, more fully to be examined and evaluated. It is not peculiar
to our age that this is too rorely done.
'One of the worst though most common of the setbacks plaguing the jazz
musician is the bad piano. Out of tune
and broken-keyed, it will affect not
merely the pianist's performance, but
that o~ the entire band. Wind and
string instruments can only ·be tuned
to such an instrument with difficulty.
More' often than not, the result is an
out of tune; disheartened group. Jazz
has rightly been called 'instant art,"
because it is mostly improvised. Like
the coffee which needs 43 beans for
(Cont'd on Page 14, Col. 3)
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Jazz

The S'weet And The Strong
Sounds Of Charlie Parker A.n~ Co.

RICHARD TINO

THE WHETSTONE

THE 'EARLY BIRD - Baron- 'solo. Bongo Bop is a rather pendent on the other, and able
et 107: Dewey Square: The routine perfonnance; the theme to stand on their own merit as
You expect more than you deserve to get. Give us a column
Hymn: Scrapple from lthe) statement sounds over-relaxed. art, a striking proof of creative everyone dm understand, you say. I have never done otherwise.
Apple: Bongo B~p; Bird Feath- Bongo Beep is a more highly genius. In the February '47 ses- What you mean to say is give us a colump. that will contain truth
ers; Klactoveedsedstene; Out of technical outgrowth of Bop. It sion Hot Blues is a faster ver- that will exp'ress beauty, but that will require no effort on our
Nowhere; Don't Blame Me; is distinguished by Roach's sion' of. 'Cool Blues. Again wit- part to get at the truth and beauty in it. If you 'can ask for
Dexterity; Bird of Paradise; bongo-like figures behind the ness Parker's constantly vary"
Bongo Bop; Cool Blues: Hot melody, Jordan's solo climax ing approach to a tune. Garner Such a thing, you have sold yourself for an ass and there is little
Blues: Bird's Nest.
which leads perfectly into exhibits his now-famous style in probability that the transaction will ever bother you. You shall
These recordings, made in Roach's exciting solo, and the its formative stages, and Cal- never be a man; a man is complete; a man is whole; a man
February and October-Decem- drummer's subtle transition back lender delivers a fine, firm solo. becomes more today than he was yesterday; a man has someber of 1947, are representative into the basic bongo figure,
A favorite vehicle for impro- thing valuable to give and he gives it; a man does not consider
not only of the Bop (or Bebop) where he unites the entirevisation used by the early modmovement which later came to piece. Parker's ability to fash- ernists was the chord structure truth to be a tickle or beauty a balm for which he need, only
be known as modern jazz, but ion order out of seeming chaos of certain pop tunes. Bird's Nest ask. You are sexless. You have bartered manhood for the neuter
stand as testimony to the gen- is demonstrated: he begins his is on the I Got Rhythm pattern n~thingness of sensate satisfaction. You have traded virility for
ius of alto-saxophonist Charlie solo with several abrupt, un- as is Dexterity, and Parker sterility and your minds are barren. Your minds can never, will
Parker. Granted that "genius" is connected phrases, then sud- l:oars through them both in ex- never, create or produce. You are intellectual basket cases,
a much abused word, but it aIP- denly bursts into a soaring hilarating fashion. Scrapple is a
.
plies to Parker in its strictest flight, and ties together his ini- combination, of Honeysuckle possessed of all your limbs but impotent to employ them many
dictionary definition. Although tial.statements. Feathers is im- Rose and the Rhythm release meaningful direction.
there are far superior recordedportant for comparison's sake. (read this issue's Jazz Word)
You complain of the words you find wrapped around my
examples of his musical bril- On Beep,. following a muted and is a' bright, lively compo- ip.eas. What are these words? These insurm.ountable barriers
liance, this set is a must for the solo by trombonist J. J. John- sition. Parker blows a straight- before which you are helpless to advance? They are nothing but
serious collector and inquiring son (who goes unlisted in the forward, swinging solo, and
f
neophyte alike.
album notes) Davis takes a two Davis gets off a,' well though~- the tools of thought which you should have been acquiring or
Parker's st;)'le lies rooted in chorus, 24 bar solo; he is also out, engaging solo. The medii-1m- twenty-odd years. But why should you pick up a tool when you
the blues, and among the 14 allotted solo space identical to paced Para<;lise, with its exotic have no intention of doing the work for which' it was created?
pieces in this 'collection, six are this in Feathers. His solos in theme, featu.res a moving Parker Words are vehicles' by means of which thought is conveyed.
of this musical genre. The I these two pieces are remarkably solo and lovely interplay be- But why, should you possess a vehicle which you cannot supply
dryly' witty' theme, composed similar: On Beep he, begins his tween the two horns.' Klaeto 'is
of whQle and half notes - a first chorus with a lazy phrase sparked by Roach's crackling with either passengers or a driver and which, if it were ever
strangely simple construction that he repeats in the same spot drum work and an' exciting in- to start moving, would not have the faintest idea of its destin aconsidering the usually intricate, on Feathers, with only a troduction. Parker is relaxed on tion? No, it ,is not the language that· bothers you. You have
finger-bursting tunes, finds rhythmic variation. In each Dewey: Davis' outing, though reason enough. to be ignorant of that. What bothers you is ;your
~ontrast in the rapid-fire solos. tune, he starts his second 12 bar marred ''by cliches, is his best own indolence, ,your own stupidity, your own emptiness, the
"ker's ideas, however, a~ chorus by unleashing almost up-tempo work' of the date. He vacuum of your minds.
ngely static and strident. identkal cascades of 16th notes begins weakly but gathers
But my ideas are not clear, I'm told. This is true. It is true,
1e claim he does not solo on in the first four bars. It seems strength and delivers a mel,odi,;>iece, ,but, ig somehow re~ logical .to' assuine, then, that cally inventive improvisation. if by "clear", you mean concrete, based ,on ,matter and sense
d by one of his many imi- these two compositions' Were
'Most listeners will be drawn experience, _syl'logistically presented, and common: But,: if you
, :s). David begins amut~~ recordeq 'closely toget~er, prob- to the faster tunes: but it is on mean simple, lucid, and exact, then' you' are wrong, I have said
. ) interesting e~<>ugh, fumb~es, ably !n seque}lce, .T~IS .wou~d the ballads, Blame and' particu- ~ot.hing which is not true, and' whatever may have seemed,
~d reverts to clIc.hes, repeah!lg acco:u?t for the, sI~I1a.nty m la~rly ~owhere, that. the essence complex, opaque, or vague stems not from the'truth of those
.e same deseendmgrun tWIce DaVIS, as well as plamst Jor- of Charlie Parker is bared to
,thin eight bars. Pianist· J or- dan's solos. But Parker, in di· view: Jordan's piano introduc- ideas, nor from the precision of the language in whi,ch they are
.an's. lacpnic style, so excellent rect contrast, 'has altered his hon .sets tho mood of Nowhere. expressed, but from the lack of vital interest on your part. I
'1
t 1 .
h f
'"
do not give mental massages nor do I coax you to' understand
a , fOl for the mutli"noted a!-, co?ception en Jre ym t "e, e~ Parker does not blandly state with the promise of sanction or reward. Only those who think
ta~ks of the. two ho~nmen, IS mmute.s .between each . take. the melody, then proceed to im- will ever realize the reward of thinking. Those 'who refuse
crIsply effectIve.' BaSSist Potter Both hIS solos,. ~n these. blues are provise. Rather, he suggests the thought will not be aware of the punishment they bring upon
steps out strongly for a ,short separate entItIes,. neIt~_~r__!e- melody by embroidering it, themselves. A hole does not know that it is empty. A theologian
dipping and weaving in and out could better explain the sin of unfulfillment, of 'wasted potenof it. His sound is lonely, tend- tiality;., I. know .only ,the crime against society of blank faces
lUCHARD M. LAWLESS
e", at times, almost apologetic. and blank minds.
If he chooses he can be
whimsical or cry out in an~uish,
. You are the lepers
, of the twentieth century. But barren
T h" fi' t h
f N ,-h
mmds are a greater dIsease than lenrosy because they not only
;n .,I~ :s, c or~ls 0
ow d~re,' decay and rot off the intellectual skeleton of the individual, they
TO ADAPT - PROFAN~?
~ m ro.u~e~ ~ 0f~e,1y:oun mg .not ?~l! spread to ~hose around them, but they .eliminate the
Peter said to let in the GentileS. Aquinas showed the 1) rase mto t e ", .1.rt ~ar, ~f ,possIb.IlIty of producmg a new and sound generatlon to follow.
restlessly' nervous of his linie that reason ,and. faith' need not the release (01'1 bndg~); m hIS Lepers, at least, may have been able at one time to'have healthy
be separate. Disraeli showed conservatives could be social'.p1inded se~ond chor?s, .1e· re-mtrod~c~s children. Your children will carry with them the congenital
and still be conservatives. Leo XIII rejected the, formisffi. of his thIS same pnras..~,. expands It m taint of your disease, You are a plague to humanity and the
predecessor. Wilson saw the need for a turn away from nation- the second, thu:d,. an~ . fourt? sad thing is that you are also humanity.
of the release, glvmp; hiS
."
.
alism. Roosevelt knew to conserve the, best meant necessary bars
crea'ion
nit ' Mut~d D"' .
You, belIeve that 111 order to. thmk one must be a genius.
c~ange with the times. These men adapted and saved.
catc~es ;ar~~r's mo~d. ~~~ Must a house painter be a Michelangelo? I do not ask yo~ to
~ Judas' said not 'to buy ointments for the man's feet. Innocent
'l' so I' 0 th'
than you can do. Only a fool could ask such a. thmg.
a ft er' a, s h'or t f ragl,e
e do more
"
.
IV was' trampled in his perseverance to an outmoded theory. tlme ends 'with P;rker blowin" But th~ man wbo can SIt calmly by and watch the e<:Ige of. hIS
Metternich and his 'like-minded reactionaries were lost in the extremel r attractive and ~ovin~ own WIt become dull from abuse and .rusty ~rom mIsuse IS a
social shuffle. 'Pio Nono saw the last of the Papal states and hI' ' t J b h' d h'
~ greater fool. Ignorance does not excuse Itself; Ignorance coupled
1m..
with inability' does. But none of you are unable to think. You
most of the Church's 'influence a1l10ng the masSes leave with the olga os e 111
cqntinental Liberals. Hoover didn't look around the corner. These " <?n ~hese ear~y recordmgs hy have minds. They may be' effete after the years you've used
men did not adapt arid lost."
,
BIrd, as Palk~r :was called, them to absorb trash and stupidity but they are not eternally
Whel). a m:an speaks of adaptation, he is often called radical' '!"e can observ.e hIS nc.h .rhy~hm- damned to barrenness. You can revitalize them. Only you can
and iconoclastic. But such a man is only illustrating the two l~ ,and ~elodI~ creatIVIty, con.. revitalize" them. You are no longer children that you can carry
general reactions to a perception of. inadequacy in a traditional ~lstent . mventIveness both as about' with you 'the mental filth you eliminate until someone
and beloved institution, such as church or state: these are, one, ~mprovlse~ and composer "- he comes along to change you. This is your own obligation. You
a sincere belief that to conserve means adaptation or even radi- IS ~e~ponsIble for' all the com- can cut your own meat and tie your own shoes and you must
cal structural change to keep the best elements in the face of pOSItIons except the two stand- develp your own character. You cannot do this without wisdom;
challenge or power-lOSS, and two, militant fideism to the point ~rd ha.llads - and, ge~ius for you cannot be wise without knowledge; and you cannot have
ImmedIate commUnICatIOn and knowledge without thought.
'
of blind adherence to an empty ideal.
The members of the fonner group are the real conservatives. n:ood-maki?g. He surrounde~
This is my last Whetstone. But there shall be other whetMen like Teilhard deChardin who saw the theory of evolution in hImself WIth excellent mUSl- stones. The kind of life you live may depend on how or whether
a Christian context and not as a destroyer of the truth of crea- sians, most notably drum~er you decide to use them. They can put you in contact with truth,
tion; and like Franklin Roosevelt whQ, knew that the essential Roac:h and trumpeter Miles if they are used properly. But you must use them. No one else
principles of our Republic would be lost· after the upheaval of DaVIS, ",,:h.o, f!'Om. a lacklustre can do th:is for you. Should you decide to remain, as I found
the economic "spiral" unless' change came...
but: excltIng SOlOIst ~as, not you (and am now ,leaving you), unmannered, ul1Il).oraled, unPhrases held' almost sacred like "the, essential timelessness unlIke Parker. before hIm, gone minded, and unmanned, the responsibility is yours.
~
"":'
_
and adaptability of :r'homism" and "the freedom of the individ- on to deeply mfluence the jazz I
ual" are like words; that is, they are cheap. To mean anything world.
William A. Zavatsky .
they must be fulfilled in action, showing their truth.
,
By Lester Abrams
Regarding Thomism and the moderns, we do not see that
as a result of the lack of religion, the "personal" philosophies·
grew up, enveloping the hesitant with their more direct impact Amer. U. Sponsors
to the individual. Instead of considering many of the moderns Foreign Seminars
in this light, we gaily leap over them in small dose packets of
dismissal. We fail to see the implications of the "pure science,"
The School of Government
our own philosophy on (impure?) religion or on our daily lives and Pubiic Administration of
as individuals with diverse interests.
The American Un i v e r sit y,
Regarding the individual and Roosevelt, we, do not see his Washington, D.C., will sponsor
grasp of a situation that demanded one type of action as the its Sixth Annual Comparative
best of many other roads, most of them injurious to the "general Government Workshop Abroad
welfare" which was to him a reality, not a platitude. Aside from during the summer of,1962. The
later motives (it is said he did the right things for the WTong 74 day tour will cover Holland,
reasons), he changed the face, not the body of the Republic Denmark, Switzerland, France,
whose members (mean,in,g men, not a mass) were foundering. Great Britain, Liechtenstein,
This suggestion of adaptation to save does not condemn the Austria, Italy, Moracco, Yugomartyrs t-o principle of both the city of God and the city of slavia, and Germany, including
man such as Thomas More and Nathan Hale. But remember that Berlin.
both were l'adicals, one a Renaissance humanist and the other a
Six credit hours will be given
challenger of the crown, hated by many Tories. Few will deny for the WorJ,tshop which conthere is a certain point beyond which ORe eannot OORcede to at- sists of semmars with European
tai1\ success.
officials and.other public, affairs
One's,gadfly can.be good or bad, dependin« OIl the sting.leaders."discussions-withexperts BUT, HARRY DARLING, DON'T YOU THINK
Institutions and sacred co~ that merely pogea a shell ol the OR government. and field trips
IT'S ALITILE LATE TO SHOW ME
good original essentials should be broken. The iatentiOft it! not ... agencies and Ol'ganizations of
THE J-AP~ESE GARDEN?
• kill the spirit' of the original ideal. but to reviw ,it.
.eelected European governments.

I
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---------------------------------------------------_.=.----lUU":HAEL LAWRENCE
Sr. Parents Wknd. ,!'Ii ~i" '~'~b. ' ".'.
Reported Success \i> ":': ~l
REFLECTIONS

Chan'man Steve Ca'rberry re- i
,~ ; "
THE RIFT
secret archives (containing the ports the Semor Pal'ent's Week- \; ~ '~~~' ~'
"Khrushchev has a weak 'I false confessions of those purged end held May 5 and 6 was a I
:"'
backhand against left-handed at the Trials) will be published. success. All of the parents were '1~ 1
enthusia~tlc about the weekend 11 I t, ;
badminton players. Does this Then the world will learn what and WIshed there had been more
singular fact bode any ill for I was in the background of this gathenngs of this type, he said. I .1
left - wing deviationists within Punch and Judy show . . ." In 1\1[r. Cal'berry also feels the'
the Party?"
1956, of course, Khrushchev Cardinal Key Society did an ex- ,
Such is the stuff of the rela- made his famous anti-Stalin cellent job, and future classes
will have a difficult time toptively new but increasingly speech and exposed the machina- ping this weekend.
popular art - it cannot be call- tions of the puppeteer behind
Highlights of the weekend ined a. science _ of Kremlino]ogy. the "Punch and Judy show" of cluded presentation of the SenIVf'ore ~md more books are being the Moscow Trials.
ior Class Gift, the Drama So.
ciety's productio,n. of "Shadow
pu1)l i shed every week containSo it seems that Khrushchev of My Enemy," the dance, cockin§-: similar speculations, many is more consistent with historical tail party, and the Glee Club
of them nearly as ridiculous; necessity than is Mao, and he Concert.
I
but just about the hottest point will probably prevail in the cur"The Underclass members of
of conjecture among Kremlin- rent power struggle. But the the Cardinal Key gained valuable experience by working on,
ologists today is the so-called existence of the struggle is not the weeke-rid," said Carberry.
"Sino-Soviet Rift." K hates Mao, cause for us to forget our wor- Those singled out jor special
and vice-versa; conclusion: our ries and to sit back and wait for recognition are Bill Riedy, '63,
Photo by John Carway
worries about the Communists the two collossi to destroy each George McGinn '64 and Ken NEWLY-ELECTED OFFICERS fo rthe Class of '64 pose for Stag
photographer. From left to right: Peter Garry, Secretary, Jim
are over, because they'll kill other. Rather, I repeat, it is evi- Keane '64. Seniors worthy of
praise for their work on the Duquette, President, Bill Boehler, Vice-president, and Jack Daleach other off. This may sound dance that the Communists are we-ekend are Paul Rudd and ton, Treasurer.
.little silly, but it is essentially being true to their historical Richie Badalato. Mr. Carberry
the argument that is being ad- method and are, if anything, also thanks the Drama Society
is very proud of the amazingiy
SENIOR GIIT,
vanced in many supposedly more fearful and. more danger- and the Glee Club for their (Cont'dfrom Page 1. C~l. 5) high .level of participation, he
learned quarters. I should like 0__u_;:_t_h_a_n_e_v_e_I_'_b_e_f_o_re_.
--:_e_ff_o_I_·ts_d_w_'i_n_g_t_h_e_w_e_e_k_e_n_d_._ _
added. The national average for·
Rector Stresses Loyalty
to submit that the tension beThe Very Rev. James E. Fitz- alumni aid is only $35.
tween the Russian and Chinese
~!idl
Gerald, S.J., Fairfield president.
All but -thirty of the 294 se~
said the plan would have far"
pa,rties is evidence of just the
iors have been contacted thus
reaching
influence
on
future
opposite condition; it shows that
alumni strength and class unity, far by the commiUee and. have'
Communism is strong and viSince the last edition of 'the to keep 'the Photography area bringing the alumni closer to joined in the class effort with
able, and remaining true to its STAG, the MANOR has signed dust free. Special composition the University. "Fairfield Uni- an' average gift of $77.
historical method.
two' contracts for the coming floors and special lighffi are also versity men have been known
Plan's Origin
thr<H-\gh the' yeats ·for th~ir-loy"Dialectical Materialism is the year, one with the American used for. bhis' purpOlSe. .
The program originated in
Messrs. Huff and Mara also alty to:th~ir' alJTl.a mater, bu~ the
philosophy of Karl Mal'x that he Yearbook Company, tqe pubfOI'mulated ,by taking the dia- lisher, and the other with Mer- worked with American's profes- ,new plan sponsol'ed by the Class February of this year' when nine
lectic of Hegel, marrying it to in Studios of Philadelphia, the sional art staff in discus&ing of 1962 ·establisli.es a range of men, chosen by Reverend Father
ideas for layout and theme of vision unsurpassed in. the histh..e materialism of Feuerbach photogi'apher.
tory' of American colleges and Rector, were asked to meet with
abstracting from it the concept
The 1963 MANOR Editors de- the b o o k . .
him._ It was at this meeting that
"The' photographer chosen is universities.'~
of progress in the terms of the cided on these two companies
the innovation of the new senior
known
throug:hout
'the
s,tates'
During
the
three
year
period,
conceit of contradktory, inter- after holding many interviews
class gift was brought forth.
for
his
efficien.t
service
j,n
prothe
new
graduates.
will.
take
esting forces called the Thesis with various publishers and
Subsequent meetings among
and the Antithesis, cuhninating photographers, according to Tim ces.sing film," said Mr. Huff. from ~ix paychecks (not' their these nine men developed dis"His
finished
portraitS
are
noted
dads')
amounts
totalipg
$90,
_$120
at ,a critical nodal point where Huff, Edior of the MANOR.
cussion on the merits of the pro-or $180 as a share in the Univero.ne overthrows the other, giving The publisher provides better f&r their true reproduction."
gram. It was finally unanimousThe
lay~ut
for
the
book
will
sity's
expansion
prograJ'l;l
for
the
Tlse to the Synthesis, jlPplying it service (personaj. help and inly decided that the senior class
to th history of social develop- t:erest by representative .Tames start approximately one week sixties. Parents of the class should adopt and carry out the
ment, and deriving therefrom an Toomey) than any other com- before 'the school year begins: members heard the plan describ- program. The original nine men
esentially revolutionary concept pany contacted. They are work- Mr. Huff nOted this will be the ed in a Gonzaga hall program were then supplemented with an
o!: social change." This mouthful ing from the added advantage most important part of the featurIng the Fairfield Univer- additional twenty-two senior
sity Glee Club.
.
comes fl'om the lips of Dr. Fred of a newly built, modernized whole yearbook.
class leaders to make a total
He stressed that all desiring
Above-Average Aid
Schwarz, whose expertise on plant in Cambridge, Maryland.
working-eommittee of thirty-one.
to
work
as
editors
on
the
future
In
recent
weeks
thirty-one
Communism is generally ackContact with the remainder of
nowledged by both Liberals and
Tim Huff and Tom Mara, over MANOR'S can ~ain valuable class leaders solicited the seniors the class was to be made through
Conservatives. It is a mouthful the Easter recess, spent two experience from working on this and met with imm~diate success, personal solicitations by these
.
, days in Cambridge, inspecting year's staff.
Jones said. The class, of course, committeemen,
tTue; b ut It
is also correct. The
process of Thesis and Arititheis their plant and production
The committe~men were seworking against each other and methods. The various advanlected on the basis of the geoproducing a Synthesis was es- tages of the pIa n t include' a
graphical location of their homes
sentially Marx's theory of the 'constant temperature of 68
as well as leadership qualities in
modus of social change and pro- degrees throughout the year
both academic and extracurricugress; the same process is also v.rith the humidity held at a
By GIL HOLT
of a group of civic minded .Vo- lar areas. The follOWing men
the methQd by whi6h Co~mun- specified per cenL In the Pho,toTwo Fairfield men, Paul Reiss, limteers who began meeting a't comprised the Senior Class Gift
ism has historically'resolved its graphy Department the rooms
doctrinal dispute. And it is pre- are pressurized, enabling the '63, and Dave Gibbons, '64, tihe Fides Neighborhood House. Program COJ;nmittee: Richard
Badolato, Daniel 'Browne, V.
cisely the interaction of Thesis air to be blown out when doors celebrated St. Patrick's Day by
St. PatI:ick's Day aif;tack was
and Antithesis which is taking to this area are opened. This is giving the people of one of jus't one step in the over-an Stephen Carberry, Vincent Car~
Ulashing1:()n D.C.'s wors't slums
rafiello, Edward Coll, Michaei
place now between Mascow and
something to celebrate about. ba'ttle plan. Although the clean- Corcoran, 'Robert Crean, RoderPeking.
.
KIERNAN
Together with a group of other up w'as compoSed mainly of ick Dowling, Kenneth Dubuc,
To put the case in its very (Cont'd from Page 1. Col. 1) volunteers f.rom the Fide5 outside volunteers, the boys' ex- S:an Dunphy, Richard Dupuis,
simplest terms, Khrushchev is
Neighborhood House 'they in- pLained the '·final . gOal of the RIchard Floor, Joseph Flynn
standing fO!' anti-Stalinism if an Conn., is an A.B. student major- vaded the 1500 blQCk of Eighth volunteers· is to get the people Wanis Ganim, Edward Gleason;
at least rhetorical repudiation of ing in English. He plans to fur- St., NW, armed with l'akes and themselves to take care of the Michael
Guglielmo, . Stephen
the terroristic, unbending poli- ther ·his studies next year at shovels and cleaned the rubbish neighbo1'hood. Progress j,n that Jakab, David Jones, Michaei
.direction is good.
.
cies of the Stalin regime; Mao Marquette University where he out of the backyards.
Kiernan, John McCall, Thomas
~ Tung is insisting on abso- was offered an assistantship,.
In an interview this reporter
The n~x't step is to get the McLaughlin, Robert Malstrom,
lutely no reJax«tion of those
Besides Editor of the STAG, asked the boys how they be- houses painted. After this the John Morrison, Louis Ockey,
very policies.
Mr. Kiernan has contributed to came interested in 'the project. peop~e are going to :Petition the John O'Regan, Daniel Ready,
New Frontiers and American They explained they had gone landlords to coi-reot some of the William Sangiovanni, Robert
In 1940 Arthur Koestler pre- College Poetry Anthology. He to Washington t() celebrate the W01'&t cOl)diti9ns, .such as' broken Smith, Robert Swatland, Ernest
dicted in a novel the future reweeeknd with Dave's brother, win<;low- ~ills and saggin.g' beams. Webby and Louis Zowine.
pudiation of Stalin,. and sRe.ci- has been vice-prefect of the Sofically of his conduct of the Mos- dality of Our Lady of Fairfield Jim, a local politician. When The, Fides House is also plancow Trials purge. In Darkness for two years and was a mem- they arrived, he told them abou't ning to pu't a basketball court
a!: Noon. the interrogator Gletkin bel' of the drama society and the the Fides House volunteer work on the pre-sent site of a junk
in which' he was engaged' and he'aJtl· .
.. _ -.
,"
persuades the prisoner Ruba- Knights of Columbus.
the clean-up on the ,next day.,
Travel ... study in France, Italy, Spain,
-Said the boys: "We are',proud
shov . to "confess" with a proMr. Kiernan is a member of
Austria, We,t Germany, Sw.itzerland,
thaf we were able to' associate
phetic' promise: "The Party the National Honor Society and The boys decided to pitch in.
This, however, was not the the name of Fairfield University
Belgium, England. Three hours credit
promises only one thing; after a three year recipient of the
in Survey of European Art and Archithe victory, one day when it can Meriden Record ·Co. journalism first attack on the slum, It seems with -a worthwhile project such
tecture. Talal co,t includes tuition, air
many organizations' have been as' prpvil)g 'that discouraged and
do no harm, the material of the scholarship.
travel, meals, accommodations, and
interested in the neighborhood, demoralized .people living in
side trips: $1,350. Leave Chicago
but the eXiu;nt of thei,r ac·tivity slums .can regain th~ir pride
June 25, return Augusl 31.
has been the, colle<:'ting of sta- and help themselveS in improvAlso enroll for fall term.in .
BRIDGEPORT
tistics to "tch-toh" over.
ing their living conditions."
Loyola University
Real action came in the form
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MANOR Signs
Pbotograpber
And Publisher For Couling. Year

Reiss, Gibbons Spend St. Pat"s in D.C.
Work With Fides House Tn Cleanup

Summer School Abroad

GREEN COMET
DINER

Kings Highway It. lA

"TOPS IN TOWN"

Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfield, Conn.

FO 7-4404

ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471

Take Co'!n. Thruway
Exits 23 'or 24

MOTOR INN

A Convenient
Stop For Your
Friends and Relative~

Roman Center

TOWNE
'CLEANERS

C;L0THBa
WAMI8D . . . DIlIIID

3 HOUR DRY ClEANING
6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE

Just,S minutes from camp.

1225 Post Road

Recommended by AAA

(Opp. Post Office)

'-------------~~~-,~------'

F"lrAeId Lul.dr.....

Study graduate and undergraduate
programs ;n arts, humanities, Ian..
guages, during historic Ecumenical
Council. 24·30 hours credit, for full
academic year. Total cost, $1,995 indudes tuilion, trans-Atlantic and overland travel, meals, accommodations
in modern buildings, and side trips.
One semesler, $ 1,200. For complete
delails contact:
Dire(lor of Foreign SI.i1i.,

-v.·-

-f

If ('OYOLA

',....

. """,....'.""y

Utti'YERSITY'

820 N. Michiga~ Avenue ,
Chicago, IlIinoisl.WH 4-0800
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AFTcERNOON. WITH A POET-

Mr. John C. L'Heureux,' S.J.
L.: I wish I had an answer taken over Olympus. Miller, I
By ROLAND LaPIERRE
Catholic magazines. Isn't that overwhelming' n e u l' 0 sis. All
I found him sitting cross-Ieg- Augustinian? E~cept now they poets, of course, are slightly neu- as impressive as the question don't know what to think about
I've. written about Van Gogh him. Poor Marilyn. Williams
ged like a Yogi' on top of his call it a Kennedyism. I've been rotic.
and trifled in verse with his the- could, I suppose, be the great
H.: Yourself?
desk, involved in explaining to in Kenyon, Yale, the Atlantic.
L.: If I'm a poet.
ories· on painting. Bach's fugues, playwright of the century if
a small group of students that The Atlantic is putting out a big
"the value of a novel is deter- Catholic issue this summer and
H.: Who are some of the bet- his incredibly complex counter- only .he could chin himself on
point, has influenced my least- the curbstone and survive the
mined' in large part by the auth- I'm in it; I'll be playing with the ter poets writing today?
L.: You mean young ones? Be- I'm sad to say - successful vapors of fresh air, He is a fine
or's. concept of' the nature of big kids.
craftsman, don't you think?
man.". He proceeded t(l excoriH.: Eliot has described the sides the '''classical moderns" poems.
H.: What about your life beH.: Tell us something of the
ate Norman Mailer' and the task of writing poetry as "the like Eliot, Moore, Ransom?
fore entering the Society?
technical side of your poetry.
Beats, punctuating summary de": pains of turning blood into ink"
H.: Yes.
L.: It took place before enterL.: That's a snappy way to
L.: I like Richard Wilbur,.
scriptions : of their works with and Frost has called it "a perunrestrained bursts of laughter. formance in words." Would you Carolyn Kizer - she's great ... ing the Society. The Society is wind up an interview. I am a
Mr. L'Heureux's long attenuated care to add your thoughts on the Daniel Herrigan, S.J. . . . John scarcely to blame for it. I acted fanatic on discipline. :[<'01' years
for three seasons in summer I wrote nothing but sonnets;
face made me think of Hopkins; problem.
Logan.
.his conversation. of the New
L.: I have a couple ideas on
H.: What is your opinion on stock, studied at the National then poems in verse patterns as
Yorker. A I m 0 s t everything it, I suppose. But I think it's the state of art in America to- Academy of .Theatre Arts-nice. complicated as I could devise.
H.: Have you written drama? In this way I taught myself a
seems to strike him as amusing. better to write poetry than to day?
L.: Yes, some very poor stuff. good bit about the limits of
We pulled up twei deformed talk .about it. I'm sorry.
L.: We are rapidly approachchair-desks and proceeded with
H.: As a poet you must have ing civilization. (wild guffaws) As a student at the Cross I had rhyme and meter. Now' I conour chat.
something to say about your Cultural programs on television, a play produced on T.V., an aw- sciously avoid rhyme and meter,
Heporter: Tell me something contemporaries. What do you for instance, are now running ful thing that monkeyed around concentrating rather on sound,
about your background; you think of Frost, Sandburg, Mac- . . . oh, about one to ten with with a character analysis of Ju- on music. The English language
know, school, when you first be- Leish.
the horses., Some people even das Iscariot. In the Society I've possesses .an incredible aural
gan to write poetry.
L.: Frost was a good poet. I read: T~at's nasty, isn't it. Bet- written a play about a Negro richness which rhyme has bestudent at a Catholic-college; it trayed rather than exploited.
L'HeureUx: Well, I attended 'don't like seeing him as the ter delete it.
IIoly Cross, but you can't hold household pet of the Kennedys.
H.: Many artists have found was produced; they all but ston- The trick is of course to make
that against me since I didn't What do I think of Sandburg? inspiration in the arts other than edme,
the sound mean. to make the
H.: Tell me something. What very richness of sound and
graduate. I had written at "least I try never to think of S;lnd- their own. For instance, Liszt
100 poems by the time I was burg. MacLeish is a great tech- received inspiration to write his do you think of the modern at- structure embody a metaphysieight; . I began taking poetry nician; he appears to be spirit- Les Preludes 'from Lamartine's tempts to write Greek tragedy cal concept.
seriously about the age of twen- ually bankrupt. Appears.
H.: What do you think the
Meditation . Poetique. Strauss . . . O'Neill, Miller, Williams.
L.: You ,know the
Greek role of the poet in modern soty-one. I have never liked
H.: What about Hopkins?
based his tone poem Don Quixpoetry. I should like very much
L.: A great ·man, perhaps a ote on the classic of the same drama presupposed a compre- ciety should be?
to be a novelist. Oh yes, I wrote saint. He was a man who learn- name. Moussorgsky wrote, his hension of a unique God-man
L.: To. keep his mouth shut
a novel when I was nine about ed, through his proximity to Pictures at an Exhibition about relationship; in O'Neill this be- and to write good verse. I don't
a . femaie lizard of rather in- Christ, to live with an almost the paintings Qf his friend.
comes man-man, Freud having know t.hat I succeed at either,
famous habits. This makes me 1---------------------,--------------------------------------appear ratherchHd-geniusy and
obnoxious. But a child writing
is no .more remarkable really
than a child building a tree-hut;
its only interest in .another kind
of structure. While most kids
were building tree-huts, I was
scribbling.. I got the writing
whammY a bit early.
.
H.: Why do you write. poetry?
L.: I suppost because it's "a
challenge. -It's very difficult to
do well and it is the only thing
I have ever done well: On the
few occasions when I have done
anything well.
H.: What school of poetry do
you align yourself with?
L.: I really don't belong to
any: To .belong is comforting,
but belonging is' not worth the
price of trying . to write like
somebody else. I guess I'm a
loner. "
H.: What would· you .say is the
underlying spirit of your poetry?
L.:· Do you like oranges? My
poetry converges. I think, on the
ramifications of the Incarnation
in my own life and in every-.
thing I encounter. If my verse is
not Incarnational, it is' .to me
valueless. It ought to reflect .encounters: encoun tel's with
,things, . with the Incarnation
things are redeemed, new, radiantly significant; encounters
with people, in whom Christ
love,s and is crucified each day;
with Christ Himself Who. is. I
guess my verse is metaphysical
a bit, or ironic, or satirical .. '.
it's a mess.
H.: What are some of the publications in which your work
has appeared?
L.: For a long time my poetry
was too Catholic for the literary
journals, too literary for the
-----------------<%

Diorio & Purcell
Lucki-Pac Winners·
A transistor radio-phonograph
and a transistor portable radio
were awarded ,as first and second prizes respectively in last
week's Philip Morris "lucki-pac"
drawing.
More than 5000 empty Marlboro, Philip Morris, Alpine and
Parliament packs were submitted in the present contest, ac-.
cor~ing to Michael T. Kiernan,
PM campus representative.
Jim Diorio '63, a pre-law
B.S.S. government major, won
the radio-phohograph while Edward PUrcell '64 (A.B. Greek)
received the' transistor portable:
Diorio is President of· the campus Republican club and a member of Ignatian Council, Knights
of Columbus'. Purcell, an Eng-

lish major, is a member of the
atudentlibrary force.

the. filter cigarette with the
unfiltered taste. You get a lot to like.

King-size pack
or Flip-top bolC
~
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f~iOrientatioll aIrmen arne; ~~~,fS~~~e2tf;~~u~::~~~gfi~:~
I Telltative Schedule Released, ~~n{~~e ~~}~allDt~;rn:tme~t~:~~
testing, and a cookout will be

-4

Award~ Banquet at 6:30 p,m.,
Frank Suman are Committee and 'either a movie 01" a dance
James Duquette, Chairman of Provisions chairmen.
at a girls' college. On Sunday,
the Freshman Orientation ComA tentative schedule for the Sept. 23 the Communion Breakmittee announced his choices of week has been released by Mr. fast, and President's Reception
chairmen and committees for the DUQuette, The Orientation' Com- will be held,
events of the Orientation 'Veek, mittee reports between 12 noon
In order to .facilitate planning
which will be held Sept. 16 I and 3 p.m, on Saturday, Sept. 15. for the events,. all. committees
through Sept. 23, 1962.
, IOn Sunday, Sept. 16, new fresh- will call meetings before the end
Chairmen of the AGademlc men arrive, with a movie plan- of school. All members of the
Committee, is John Horvath, ned' for evening entertainment. committees "11m be staying in
who wj]] handle classroom in- Monday, Sept. 17 there will be the dorms for the week. New
struction, and James McLaugh- registration in the mo])ning, and events and surprises, as well as
lin and George McGinn, who are the Freshman retreat begins 'It: strict enforcement of the wearin charge of registration, Thc noon, The retreat will continue ing of the beanies will highlight
chairman of the CO\11munion through Tuesday ending at noon the week.
Breakfast is Allen Joseph. John on
Wednesday.
"Orientation
Mr. Duquette asks all members
Bradford is serving as Stag Football" will take Dlace Wed- of the committee to pitch in, and
Night chairman. Walter Don- nesday afternoon, a~d is to be make the week a most memornelly is chairman of Activity fOllowed by Stag Night. Thurs- able one for both the classes of
Day. The chairman of the Dance' day, Sept. 20 wm be devoted to, '61 and '66,
Committee is Lou LaVecchia.! - - - - - - - - ' - '--~~----,_ _-:...-----_~--
Steve Adamowich will ,be 'the
chairrnan of Freshman testing.,
Charles Bialowas is chairman of
the Field Day and James White
blOW by Jo,,,, Car way
is chairman of "Orientation
SENIOR OFFICERS for their coming year are L-R: Treasurer, Football." The chairman of the
Don Cook; President, Frank Mastrapasqua; Bob Fay, Vice- President's Reception is Ron
The current Broadw'ay scene has been pictured in various
president; and Nick Macarchuk, Secretary.
I Bianchi"
and Ken Keane and ways by various critics but they have been unanimous in their
apreciation of a drama currently playing on Broadway, A Man
OFFICERS
For
All Seasons. This play has received many plaudits for its
(Cont'd from Page L Col. 5)
FrOID
author and for its cast, especially for ,Paul Scofield and his porfollows: out of 303 Freshmen
trayal of Thomas More.,
218 (78'%) voted, out of 375 SoFrom the position ,of remoteness that can be gained only
phomores 215 (57%) voted, and
after
the play has been on Broadway' for some time a' consideraBy FRED D.IETERLE
cana," both noted for. their ·fine
out ,of 345 Juniors 253 (74%)
Don Tota '64 returned from ballet and music. The. singing tion of just what makes this an exceptional play seems in qrder.
voted.
his three week visit to Russia left much to be desired, said It is also an oportunity to make t e transition from theory to
A few of the plans and ideas with the firm belief that "We Tota. They later visited a hos- practice or applicatIOn in this column.
for the coming year were releas- should propagandize our ideas pital equipped with a modern
The first impression that one receives from this play is that
ed by the preside~ts. According and values, not merely our operating, room.
wealth and standard of living."
From Lavou they returned to it isn't all that it has been praised to be. This is only the imto John Gugle, the main ideas The tour, which began on Moscow where, Mr. Tota said, mediate reaction. What follows is a continual recall' of instances
are t~' unify the class of '65 and April 16 in Amsterdam, includ- "I did the twist at a party in and situations from the play that ~ake one realize that the
increase t.he trea;ury through ed a group of students and teach- the Budapest Hotel among 300
magnificence of this work lies in its subtle understatement.
more'socials. Further plans are ers from the Russian Center of surprised patrons.",
'Nowhere
is any relationship or any character or any conflict
not yet availaole.
Fordham University, and a few
The group visited Moscow
non-Fordharnites.
University, the Kremlin, and the blatal;tly thrown at the audience. Robert Bolt, the author, has
Jim Duquette '64 plans an "off- .The students were, impressed Treasury Museum, where the ar- carefully tooled and worked over every detail until nothing
campus" cabinet· to work, with by Amsterdam's beautiful canals tistic treasures of Czarist Rusremains that is not an integral, polished part of this whok It
the regular officers for imifica- and the popularity of bicycliz:g. sia are kept. Since the fall of the
I
is
the.art that can make,,\~mosaiclook like an oil painting.
tion. Also planned are fund rais- While in Amsterdam the gro,l.\P Czars state art has had but two
BEffore dealing with Mr. Scofield one must mention' a saping proj'ects for the spring Dog- visited Rembrandt Square. and subjects: toiling laborers and the
d F t' 1
the diamond cuttmg factones.
heroes of the state, Tota observ- porting player ~ and the role that he contributes to the drama.
woo
es Iva.
,.
Upon arriving at the Moscow ed. The contrast between the This is the role of the commOn man. At one point he states that
Frank Mastrapasqua.s mam Airport, all religious and politi- richly ornamented art of prethis is really the time and the tragedy of the common man. The
theme is senior class umty forg- cal lit~rature was confiscated.
Communist Russia and the
ed by two boards working with
The day. after their arrival in harsh, drab art of the present play then follows this idea until we reach the final scene in which
the common man takes off the cap of the juryman who has just
the officers. They will be com- Moscow the students flew by day is striking.
posed of half "on" and half "off- Aero-flot to Leningrad where j Mr. Tota went on to say: "On cor.iemned Thomas More and accepts the black'mask of the
campus" students. Nominations they stayed at the Hotel Eu.rop~, May 1, with the celebration ~f executioner from the judge. This man is the unifying factor: for
will be held at the end of the a second-rate hotel by Amen- May Day, we witnessed an exhI- the series of episodic scenes from that 'play. By, focusing tile
first week next semester. There can standards. It was consu;!ered bition of force, the parading of unity of the play on this man the author has emphasized the rOle
will be an October sixth social 'first-rate in Russia.
tanks,and missiles. This was fol- of this man in the play and in the world. At the same time, he
and a November Father - Son
In a visit to the Museum of lowed by a procession of work- does not steal the show from the actual center of interest, Thomas
weekend plus other events.
the History of Religion, the stu- ers carrying banners of peace." MDre.
dents saw a typical display: a
As the party left Moscow, rovMr. Scofield can be discussed in view of his performance and
garment worn by the priest at ing photographers took their also in view of the role that he portrays. His role of Thomas
Summer Bio Offers
Mass with the caption, "This is pictures, claiming' that they More is the role of a man of feeling imd sensitivity whose prowess
what the priests had while you would be on Russian T.V.
Accelerated Courses
as an attorney of law rests on his deep penetration of the philosostarved."
On their return to the United phy of law and his deep faith in God and in' the universal order.
The biology program to be
Mr. Tota said that on a visit States, the g I' 0 U P traveled More's training as a lawyer supplies him witli an uncompromisoffered during the Fairfield Uni- to Peter and Paul Fortress (a through Poland, where they
ing and unfailing logic that cannot admit of the end justifying
versity summer session will be place where Bolsheviks met, and were touched by the warmth
expanded this year to include were later shot) the group met and friendliness of the people. the means. He is a man of strong prinGiples in the archaic understanding of the word. His principles are his life and tO,negate
accelerated courses in genetics a "well-informed" Russian. "Acthese principles would in turn negate his life. He is not a boiand vertebrate embryology.
cidentally on purpose we met
sterous hero who gallantly goes to his execution waving flags
Genetics wiiI be 'presented Victor, who purposely gave us
and laughing at his foes. He is a, humble man and, afrpid of
from June 27 to July 18 and incorrect answers to questions
suffering' as any other might be; yet his values do not inclu'de a
embryology from July 19 to we knew the answers to." The
compromise to avoid pain and incon.venience. ,For him to do this
August 8 by Dr. Frank J. Rice. group also met some medical
John Donnelly, '6'4, has been would not make the life that he had saved worth the vioaltion
Also offered will be micro- students, and had a conference accepted to "Georgetown-at- of the very stuff he had built it on.
biology and' general botany to with a Worker's Club. "The Fribourg," Georgetown UniverIn this steadfastness he has magnificently contrasted to the
be taught by Dr. John E. Klimas, Workers were inquisitive about sity's junior year abroad proui1commited,
unprincipled, undisciplined common man who from
how
many
working
hours
it
gram.
The
program
will
take
and general zoology and human
anatomy and phYsiology given would require to buy certain him to the University of Fri- one moment to the next changes his costume, his character, his
by Dr. Donald J. Ross. All will necessities and luxuries. When bourg in Fribourg, Switzerland philosophy arid his allegiance. There is no internal power or
be morning classes.
told th'at the U.S.S.R bad broken for a year of study and exten- strength, there is not even weakness in this common man; there
is only the nothingness of noncommitment and -non-feeling about
Dr. Rice, a graduate of Colo- the atomic test ban, "they were sive trips both. through the pro- anything.
.
rado State, Wyoming and. the shocked and thought this was a gram and on hIS ?wn. .
As 'an actor, Mr. Scofield brings t.o the American stage the
Although studIes WIll be ImUniversity of Missouri, will in- capitalist lie," according to Mr.
portant, he hopes t? find out as classical and rigorous training of the· English Theatre. The role
clude in his embryology course, Tota.
On a visit to Kiev the stu- much as he,can.' .m on~ y~ar, of Thomas More is certainly not an easy one to portray.' Its probvertebrate developmental anatomy; the morphology and dents visited a construction site, about Europe s hvmg, .thmkmg, lems begin with the character of the man himself and culminate
physiology of the reproductive and saw that instead of struc- problems, and accomphshments. in his political condemnation by the- King's ministers. Pathos
organs, gemetogeneses, segmen- tural steel pre-fabricated cement He especially wants to do some couid be introduced at any moment and, sentimentality could
tation, gastrulation and primary slabs were used. Later they resel;lrch on th~European Eco- overcome tragedy but they do not. Mr, Scofield uses every energy
germ layer morphogenesis. Both learned that some buildings fall nomIC Com~umty, Euratom, ~nd and technique of the actor to surmount these difficulties. From
. .
the Steel and Coal Commumty. the subtle, yet powerful voice changes to his posture and physical
0'£ his courses will be acceptable apart wlthm
a .few years. They
After leaving in mid-August, r~latoinships to other actors he brings the character of Thomas
:for a total of seven graduate
sa,,:
a
Ukraman
folk
dan.ce
he
will spend a month taking More to a high pitch of dynamic immediacy. Nothing is lost in
credits.
WhICh wa~ excellent, Tota saId. intensive language instruction in this portrayal. Just as the scenes of the play cover a wide range
Registration for the summer Also :oi t .Klev they attended the France. The school year will
session will take place June 25 Int~rnatlOnal Stu ~ e n t Rally begin in ,early October and end of locales and situations, and seem to be painted with large
and 26 in Canisius hall. Classes WhICh opene~ With sever~l in early July, with a month and sweeps of the author's brush, so in contrast the ,c;h"racter of
will begin June 27 and meet hours of antI-Amencan, antI- a half break between semesters. Thomas More is minutely developed by Mr. SCofield with care
and deliberation that denote the detail of a miniature.
Monday through FridaY.
Capitalist speeches. Here they
John and Michael Curley alThus even a few reflections indicate the wealth of areas that
The Fairfield University sum- were subjected t? such jibes as ready accepted to the prog;am,
mer session is co-educational "Welcome AmerIcans; Congrat- urge the class of 1965 to serious- can be appreciated in this production. Nothing' has been said
with course offerings on the ulations Castro." While at the ly consider applying to such about the supporting characters nor about the settings, lighting
graduate and undergraduate rally, they met many thorough· programs. Admission is not diffi- or direction. All of these production areas are worthy of conlevels.
ly indoctrinated Cuban students. cult; John and Mike got in with sideration and discussion. However, they cannot be handled in
A description of course offerAt Lavou, a city recently B averages for freshman and this format by its very nature.
ings is available by contacting opened to tourists, the students sophomore years; between them
The most' general praise of A Man For All Seasons is that
the director of the S'..1no n' ~~
Cound the people very friendly they have studied French for it is a thoroughly integrated production. No area is weak or
sion: Rev. T.Ev'p"('1't ~,
,d fascina1'ed by foreigners. six years; letters of recommend- distracting. In an era when lack of attention in script and proS.J., Canisius Hall, Fairfield. hey attended 1'l1e operas "Pag- : ation from Fairfield are also ductiOn characterizes so many Broadway offerings, this drama
University.
liacci" a'nd "Cavaliera Rusti- required.
can stand alone in its totality of effect and feeling.
I
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S'TAG GOES
On April 16, the STAG Editors
voted in the majority to establish an experimental weekly,
edition, starting in January or
February, 1963, The speciallycalled Editors Meeting was the
culmination of several months
of investigation into the feasibility of such a project.
"Pressure from some members
of the Faculty and several stu~
dents,
especially Advertising
Manager, Jeff Clairmont '64,
opened the possibilities for consideratitm," stated James Moore,
Editor-in-Chief. "The project is
entirely experimental and will
run as such until May, 1963,
when a final decision will be
made as to continuing the weekly as regular policy."
New Publication Day
The .81' AG will appear on
Wednesday beginning in September. The Friday publication
has been abandoned to move
layout and editing hours out of
school nights. The Friday deadline for copy will remain, thus
forcing fresher n'e\vs coverage.
Moore cited two editors as the
proponents of the- changes:
"Gene Massey ('64), the Layout
Editor, came up with the, Wednesday concept and demonsti'at-,
e.d how it could be worked out.
Jeff Clairmont ('64)" suggested
the weekly as a means of attracting more advertising fi'om
national and local sources. Both
ideas will 'benefit the University.
But this does not mean that th'is
change-over is problem-free:"
Recruitment of New Editors
"With the present Junior ('63)
Editors leaving in January, and
now the ipcreased burden of
editors for it weekly, the Editors
are pushing for 'possible candidates for editorships," Moore
continued.
"Before exami'nations, we hope
to contact a good number of sturlents to introduce them to the
. -l~a of being an editor in J anu". With their support, .the pro.ct will come off smoothly."
Editorial Board. Founded
To further organize the paper
and prepare for the January
changes, the STAG .formed its
first Editorial Board. The purpose of the Board is to coordinate all the newspaper's functions and set r:~torial policy. .
Unofficially, the Board was
composed of the Editor-in-Chief,
his two Assistants, and the Managing Editor.
Editor Moore established the
first Board's membership as,:
Richard M. Lawless, '64, Thomas
Fitzgerald '63, Watson Bellows
'63, Dale A. McNulty '64, Walter.
Vatter '64, and K~nneth V. McCluskey '63.

Henry J. Jacek, Jr., was unanimously elecfed Southern Regiqnal Vice-President of. the
Con n e c tic u t Intercollegiate
Young Democratic Clubs at the
New England Intercollegiate
Young Democratic convention.
The convention was ,held at the
University of Hartford on- Saturday, April 28. .
Mr. Jacek is Vice-President 0'(
the Fairfield University Young
Democratic Club. He is co-chairman of the Fairfield University
Young Democratic Club's Fall
Campaign committee whose purpose is to· help elect Democrats
to state and local offices in November. He is co-editor of The
Young Democrat, the club newspaper. He is also "a member of
the club's publicity committee.
Daniel Skuret placed the name
of Mr. Jacek in nomination at
the convention. Mr. Skuret is a
member of the Fairfield University Young Democratic Club and
Treasurer of the Lower Naugatuck Valley Club of Fairfield
University.
Mr. J acek and Mr. Skuret attended seminars at the convention concerning club campaigns
and finance, the Pr~sident's

WEE/(~LY

Lawless·Zavatsky Shift
"With the growth of the UniRichard Lawless, former Feaversity and our own attempts to
cov'er the campus and provide a tures Editor, will be succeeded
by "Villiam Zavatsky '65, a
high-quality collegiate paper, STAG columnist. Lawless joins
the STAG needs a group' of ex- the Board to head PersonneL He
perienced Editors to unite all the will open a training program for
paper's basic functions in one all ne\v starr members' in September. The program will cogroup. The regular editors will incide with STAG publication.
have the Board to aid them combining technical background
when needed, 'Ve will retain ex- covering all phases of newspaper
perience far longer than in the work with practical experience
I
past and be able to work on'the, with the. working Ediotrs.
'\Talter Vatter, former Assistpaper's content and aims more
ant to the Editor-in-Chief, will
fully. It is extremely difficult to become Secretary to the Board.
work closely and accurately Some of his fiuties are: to estabwith the working editors in the lish and maintain files for all
tight schedule with which the deparhnents, to record the Minutes of the Board Meetings, and
STAG necessarily works. The to keep the office in "working
Board will open up more time order."
.'~;,I. ..,
McNulty will run Production, '
for the past editors to aid the
handling the weekly staffs; Fitz.
Photo by Tom Phelan ..
rest of the staff on a person-to- gerald will handle Business; and "MOOSE" takes time out from a busy day
and laying his books
person level and not just in mass Bellows is in charge of Circula- aside of the rock,' he attempts an act of levitation on. the corner
staff meetings or hurried ses- tion and Exchange.
stone for -Campion-' Hall. Best of luck you little mystic.
sions."

I

McCluskey-D'Alessandro
Changes
Kenneth McCluskey, STAG
News Editor, will be succeeded
by Vincent R. D'Alessandro '65,
oresently an Assistant to the
Editor-in-Chief. McCluskey is
leaving the time-consuming job
because of his coui'se of study
and his participation in the University's Glee Club. He was appointed News Editor in Febru-.
ary of this year. The former.
News Editor wm join the Editorial Board.

Singers End Year
At W. Hartford
Guy Simonelli of Wethersfield
and Philip Bucchi of Newington
were co'-chairmen of the annual
Fairfield University Glee Club
Concert which is. sponsored by
the Hartford Area Alumni and
Undergraduate' Clubs of Fair-field.

Medicare bill and a committee of
the whole on resolutions.
Messrs. J acek and Skuret together with'Mr. Robert T. Mace,
also attended the Young Democratic Convention at the Hotel
Taft in New Haven May fourth
and fifth.
All three men are B.S.S. students at Fairfield University.
Mr. Jacek is a B.S.S. Government major in his Junior year.
Mr. Skuret is a B.S.S. Government major in his Sophomore
year. Mr. Mace is a B.S.S. Economics major in 11iS Junior year.

Chemistry Department
Cit~s Alan Blanchette'

Seniors Given Grants
To -Graduate Schools

NSF AWARD
(Cont.'d .trom

Pa~e

1. CoL 3)

Pag~
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FU Junior Pla-ns LEO P AQUETIE
Summer Study

Student Council

Election Results
Class of 1965 Charles Hemenway
John McTague
Joseph Santangelo
William Schuck

Total in class
number voting
percentage

.
..
..

303
224
73%

;...........
:..................

340
160
47%

Class of 1964James Davidson
Patrick Hurley
Kenneth Keane
John 'Monks, Jr.
Kenneth Wagner

Total in class
number voting
percentage

Class of 1963Thomas Fitz,gerald
John Giblin
Jeff Hughes
Gerald McCarthy
William Reidy
Joseph Russonielo. __
Michael Zapf

Total in class
number voting
percentage

May 18. 1962

;

345
110
32%

"" ..
-

"

..

Ex-officio members"-elected Pre~idents of three classes: Jphn
Gugle '65, James Duquette '64, and Frank Mastrapasqua '63.
- compiled by John C-arway
• I

A Fairfield University junior,
Charles 1. Daniels, has been
named to participa',;e in special
studies this' summer at the
Laboratory,
Marl'ne BI'olouical
0"
Woods Hole, Mass.
The Fairfield biology student
was selected to participate in
a study of marine invertebrate
zoology having a limited class
of 110 gradua'te and tindergraduate students from throughout
the country. Fairfield is among
five colleges to place an undergraduate in the 'competitive program.
The purpose of the course is
to develop an appreciation of
the opportunities offered by
marine invertebrates for the solution of important problems in
biology.
The course oonsists of lectures, laboratory and field work
on the biology of marine inver'tebrates, inc 1 u din g ecology,
morphology, physiology, and
taxonomy.
Serving as oonsuta·nts fur the
studies are Professor F. A.
Brown, Jr. of Northwestern Universilty, Libbie H. Hyman of the
American Musewn of Natural
History, and Alfred C. Redfield
of the Woods Hole Oceanographic instJitu'tion.
Most of the animals available
for study are living specimens'
offering especially favorable opportunitjes for the observation
of general
behavior
andof the
responses,
as well
as study
structure and functioning
organs and organ sys'tems.

of

PERSPECTIVE

TRADE OR FADE

ever-more unified Europe which
has made such astounding proA determined drive for a new gress thr ough'Its own illl
. 't'lat'lVe
trade - expansion, tariff cutting and the help of Uncle Sam.
law to meet the challenge of the
The terr.ifying pro s p e c t ,
European Common Market is though, is that we may be left
l'
. out and behind by the Market,
now reaching its c lmax ill
Washington. The Bill, H.R. 9900, whose combined' resources and
potential is even greater than
seeks to solve some very compli- that of the United States. The.
cated and wide-sweeping prob- reality of a future Europe with
I
f
h' h' b . no tariffs between. its o.wn counems 0 economy w IC m aSlC
. . I
I t' I
.
I
tries and a protective wall
prmClp e are re a lve y SImp e. against
outside
competition
The European Common Mar- would probably deal a fatal
ket, composed of six continental blow to out vast trade export, a
b
d most vital segment of our econcountries, led
y France an
Germany, seeks to abolish tariff s omy. With this in mind President Kennedy has asked for auon goods traded between itSthority to slash our tariffs drasmember nations, while raising a tically so that we 'can negotiate
b
.
with the Common Market to
common protective
a r l' I e r
'd
t
.
Th
establish
an even more prosperagainst outSI e coun nes.
e
ous Atlantic Community of
success of the Market thusfar, trade, which would allow the
which has already lowered tar- United States to compete suciffs considerably between mem- cessfully with Europe. The prospects for a virtually tariff-free
bers, has been so encouraging
Atlantic Community at some
that the other European coun- future date are almost limitless
tries, led by Britain, who even for economic and poltical stabilwith her vast Commonwealth ity and prosperity.
cannot withstand the oompeti- - On paper, at least, the suption of an ever-more prosperous port for such a measure as H.R.
·
continent , are seek 109
a d"
mlSSlon 9900 is surprisingly wide-spread
and bi-partisan. Nearly everyto the Market. ,The continued one recognizes, as President
success of such an extensive and Kennedy put it, that "we must
weaIthyM
a rket spea k s we11 as e·l·ther trade or' fade." Problems
a b u I wark 0 f f ree d om and free arise, however, from the fact
that while' our industry as a
enterprise and the herald of an whole will benefit greatly, some
segments are bound to be hurt
by tai'iff.-reduced foreign imports. The temptation is strong
for a vote-seeking congressman.
to reject reduction of tariffs to
gain support of certain local
.interests.
to JameS Moore, the newly apThe' president, however, has
pointed Instructor of Candidates, a program of instruction also made provisions in the adhe has used to fulfill his ,duty ministration bill to compensate
of direoting the candidates in for adjustments that will have
the spirit and customs of the to be made. In a recent speech
at New Orleans he stated, "no
Sodality.
After _the symbols of office one -and, I say, no one - is
going to be sacrificed to the
were exchanged, Fr. FitzGerald
national interest with a medal
formally ~nstalled 'the new officor an empty grocery bag."
ers for the period of one year.
The new trade bill is really
The ceremonies eoncluded with
Solemn Benediction of the Bles- the most imaginative, far-reachsed Sacrament, Celebrated by ing, and promising measure pro-'
posed in many years on Capitol
Father Rector.
Hill. .It will affect us all very
/
directly regarding jobs, prosperity and Western unity. The AtMr. Abbott and Dr. Pitt lantic
Community has been diRfJcently Earn P It.D.'s vided too long by artificial trade
barriers. This bill should appeal
Mr. Albert Abbott of. the His.,. both to conservatives, who seek
to-ry' Department and Dr. Pitt, the opportunity for free enterRegistrar of the University both prise to compete on an even
receive their Doctorate Degrees basis, and liberals, who seek to
this spring. Mr. Abbott will re- break down the barriers beceive a Ph.D. in Amerioon His- tween nations. It should appeal
tory from Georgetown Univer- to us all as an opportunity to
sity on June 4th and Dr. Pitt step forward to a better world.
received his_ Ph.D. in Education
Watch this bill closely. What
on May 9th from Fordham Uni- congress does with it will affect
versity.
your life for many years to
Mr. Abbott, instructor in His- come.
tory and Governmem gave his
dissertation on American Coloniall History and entitled it F.U. Hosts H.S.'s In
"Shadows of Schism; Pitt's Circular Dispatch, Genisis of En- Annual French Contest
forcemem." -He began hiis DocThe eighth annual French contorate work in 1958. Previously
he received his B.S. and M.A. test sponsored by the French
at . John Car·roll University in Department of Fairfield University, for high school students,
Cleveland.
Mr. Abbott came to Fairfield took place Saturday afternoon,
May 12, in Canisius Hall.
in the Fall of 1961.
The prizes in this aural-oral
Dr. Pitt, Registrar of the
University for 13 years, .recently language contest went to Sharon
gave his dissertation, entitled Voloosky, Notre Dame Academy,
"Registration Practices of Cath- Waterbury, 1st prize; Ellen
olic Colleges of the U.S.", to the Ryan, Notre Dame Academy,
Dissertation Committee at Ford- Waterbury, 2nd prize and Susan
ham. He received his B. S. from Lawry, Notre Dame of BridgeSouthern Connecticut College, port, 3rd prize.
Prizes were given by Dr. Mchis M.A. in Education Administration from Fordham Univer- Donald, moderator of the cons~ty and has studied at the Uni- test. Judges were Mr. Robert
versity. of Delaware and N.Y.U. Didsbury, Mrs. Jacqueline Coyle
and Mrs. James Lenahan.
Graduate Schools.
A trophy will 'also be given
The Dissertation Committee
at Fordham will publish the re- to Notre Dame Academy of
sults of his research, done while Waterbury.
working with Dr. Francis M.
Crowley, former Dean of Ford- NYU HAS MOST CATHOLICS
ham School of Education, in the
The iargest enrollment of
"Registrars' and Admissions Catholics in any American colOfficers' Quarterly" Dr. Pitt lege is at New York University,
noted 'the unusual nwnber of according to the Catholic Digest.
82 per cent replies to the ques- The university numbers about
tionnaires which he sent out 10,000 Catholics among its 41,000
while doing his research.
. students, says the magazine.

Sodality Elects New Officers,Installed at Solemn Ceremonies
By WILLIAM BURNS

The Very Rev. James E. FitzGerald, S.J., Rector of Fairfield
UniversitY, installed the new
officers of the SodaliJty of Our
Lady of Fairfield, for the year
1962,.1963, at ceremonies held
in Loyola Chapel on Sunday,
May 6. The ceremonies oonsisted of a .preliminary exhortation
by the Rector followed' by an'
exchange of symbols between
officers of the previous year and
the new officers, elected by the
members of the Sodality.
Assuming ~he position of Prefeet, previously held by John
C. O'Regan, '62, was Joseph
Cirasuo:!o, '63. Mr. Cirasuolo has
been the Treasurer of the Soda'li'ty during the past year and
now has become the most important officer in all governmental matters of the Sodality.
Richard Lawless, '164, has replaced Michael T. Kiernan, '62,
in the office of Vice-Prefect.
Robert Bethke, '63, has assumed
the du'ties of Secretary Charles
Roland and David Gianetti,. '63,
has become the new Treasurer.
RobeN Jorlett, '62, presented

What makes Artcarved Diamonds the
favorite of America's College Queens ~
Actually there are many reasons. Artcarved diamond rings
must meet traditionally high standards for color, cut, clarity
and carat weight. Their award-winning styles are a delight
to the eye. And, they take all of the guesswork out of buying
a diamond. Every Artcarved ring carries a written guarantee
for quality and perma'nent value that's recognized and reo
spected by fine jewelers from coast to coast. We think you'll
agree with America's lovely College Queens.
'
Stop in at your jeweler and be sure to see all the exquisit-e
Artcarved:diamond rings-the rings you buy with confidence
and wear with pride.

Marketing Club Offers
Practical Experience
The Collegiate Marketing
Club of Fairfield University is
one of the few nationally affiliated professional stud-en~ organizations on the campus. It is
affiliated with the American
Marketing Association and received its Charter in October,
]959.

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN.
AMERICA'S LEADING MAGAZINES

Artcarved®
DIAMOND AND WEDDING RINGS
J. R. Wood & Sons, Inc., Dept. CP-21
216 E. 45th St., New York 17, N. Y.
Please send me more facts about diamond rings and
"Wedding Guide for Bride and Groom." Also name
of nearest (or hometown) Artcarved Jeweler. I am
enclosing lOt to cover handling and postage.
Name'
'""":'
_
Addfess;
City,
Stale'

_
ClX/nty or Zooe'

_
_

The purpose of the Club is
'to promote general interest in
the field, of Marketing. This is
accomplished by present~ng to
its membership practical problems encountered in the business world, and by arranging to
have prominent business executives speak at the Club's
monthly meetings, as well as,
taking tours through bUS'ines-s
establishments in the local area.
Each year. the Club sponsors
a Medal award to the outstanding Marketing Student aft commencemem and participates in
the Annual A-M-A Award given by the Conneotlicut Chapter
of the American Marketing Association. This year the event
will take place on June 12, -at
Windsor' Loeb, Conn.

T H'E
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SPORTS SLANTS
by JOHN SCOTT

S T A'G

Stags Lose Seven Of Last Eight
After Early Season Successes
By JOHN SCOTT

Pirates Bomb Stags. 21-1

Since this the last issue of the year and our one and only
opportunity to recognize our spring sports, it is only fitting that
we do so.
The baseball team got off to a fast start winning three of
their first four-losing to LIU by a single run. Then they went
into a tailspin losing six of their next seven prior to the Post
game. Their early season success was due to some fine pitching
by Badolato, Skibiak, and Wagner, and timely hitting. The midseason collapse can be attributed to sloppy fielding, and a lack
of clutch hitting and pitching. The hitters have been hitting,
but at the wrong time, as is evidenced by the number of men
left on base in recent outings. Eight errors in one game-and it's
happened more than once-don't help the pitchers much, nor
do games like Seton Hall help the hurlers' ERA.
After the Seton Hall contest, the batting' averages showed
that the t~am as a whole was hitting .226 with 83 for 368. The
leaders were:
Player
AB
H
Pct.
Rbi
DeGennaro
"....
47
17
.362
10
. Simko
31
10
.323
4
Skibiak
33
10
.303
6
Cook ..
20
6
.300
1
Badolato
42
12
.286
2
Pijar
30
6
.200
1
V{hite
15
3
.200
4
The remainder of the squad, including the pitchers, is hitting
only .127 with just 19 hits in 150 appeal~ances. However, Clisham
and Schumann have 7 and 4 runs batted in respectively. DeG~nnaro, .Skibiak and Schumann have been stroking the ball
WJth consIstency, but Schumann's problem has been placing his
shots.
. The fi.el?ing, despite the flood of errors, has been highlighted
by ~d Sklblak who handles his glove at first like a pro. Flashyfieldmg outfielder Don Pijar has, on more than one occasion
taken away extra base bids with over the shoulder and running
?ackhanded catches. Rich Badolato, too, has turned in some fieldmg gems at third.
. On th~ m~und, Wa,gner had a fine 1.27 ERA in 21% innings
pnor to hIS stmt against Seton Hall. Ed Skibiak, who is having
a good year at bat .and as a iirst sacker, is having his troubles
on the hIll. Ed has gIVen up 20 runs-17 earned-in his 26 innings,
DICk Badolato has worked 26% innings thus far, giving up only
10 earned runs for a 3.38 ERA.
.
~oach Feroleto has been platooning his players consistently
In hIS attempt~ to come up WIth a winning combination. As an
example of thIS, DeGennaro started in left against Seton Hall
Johnny Mountain took over at second base while Schumna~
moved .to short. This strategy backfired when six of the eight
errors m the game were committed in the infield.
The crop of sophomores have not yet jelled, and in some
cases have not lIved up to pre-season expectation. But these
men will certainly be heavily counted upon next. year when
Badolato and Schumann bid farewell to Fairfield in June.
Turning to the track team, we find them impressing favorably with their 2-1 record in dual meet competition thus far
thIs season under first-year mentor, Mr. Nick Giaquinto. Captain
Jack Barry has been the main reason for this success. Jack's
ability to win or place in two or three events have helped Fairfield's point score in meet after meet. The brunt of the burden
~as ~een car~ie~ by the track men-Barry, Daly, Longua, and
rookIe sensatIOn Bruce Linsky. In the field events Bill Fabbri
and Jack Fontanella with his fibreglass pole have performed
admirably.
The freshman team has lost to Southern Connecticut, 68-53
and to Queens, 82-46. Despite their record the freshme~ boast
several promising men-Dermod Norton, L.' Zeugner, as well as
field men R. Kappenberg and pole vaulter Karl Hagen.
The tennis team is having an exceptional year having lost
only one match and that to highly rated U. Mass. The team's
only regret is their skimpy schedule. Perhaps next year. . . .?
Walt Donnelly and Jerry Magner gave Fr. Ring's netmen a 1-2
~unch that is .hard to reckon with. Walt, Jerry, and frosh Quentu~ Greeley WIll carry Fairfield's hopes to the Ryder Tournament
thIS weekend.
'
SIDELIGHTS

Tomorrow the baseball team goes against Queens College
in a game scheduled to begin at 2:00 P.M. at Alumni Field. The
track team engages DB in their final meet of the season here
today.... Last chance to see seniors Jack Barry Dick Badola10
and Bill Schumann in action.
'
,
A headline in Sunday's Herald on May 6 read "Saccone Gets
'Ace'." It referred to his hole-in-one on a 135 yd. twelfth hole
the previous day. Coach Saccone will have more than one ace
in the hole next season when he heads a freshman team featuring Connecticut stars Stan Poole, Bill Branch and a young man
named McGovern from Brooklyn's 81. Francis Prep. If he's anything like Jenkins. . . .
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Fairfield for the sec 0 n d
straight year failed to win a
league game as they fell 21-1
before a mighty Seton Hall on-I
slaught. The win was the fourth
in league play for the JerseY-,1
ites and they are second in the
conference boasting a 13-2 record overall.
i
The Stags were spared total
disgrace when they scored a run
in the sixth on three walks and
an interference call on the catcher. Held hitless for 8% innings
by no windup pitcher Don Klein,
the Stags finally broke the' spell I
in the ninth. Bill Schumann
looped an opposite field double
to right fl)r the only FU hit of
th elong afternoon. Ironically,
Schumann was given a life on
the previous pitch when the
catcher misjudged his foul pop I
behind the plate.
I
Ken Wagner was the starter
and loser for the Stags giving
up a total of eleven runs while
being clipped for ten hits and
two walks. Each of the three
Stag twirlers were nicked for.
home runs as toe Pinites had a
field day at the plate as well as
on the field. On more than one
occasion, sparkling fielding kept \
pitcher Klein's no-hit bid going.
,
..
.
' ,
Photo by Tom Phelan
Seton Hall .. 002205390 21 17 1 KEN WAGNER' pitches to a Seton Hall batter i,n a game in which
Fairfield .... 000001000 1 1 8 Pirates ripped three Stag hurlers for 21 runs. The game was the
Klein and Mueller. Wagner, worst defeat of the seasc,m.
Donnelly (7), Maney (8), and
Robinson.

I

I

Stags Win in 10th. S·"

The Stags notched their second win of the season with a
two run, tenth inning rally to
beat Southern Connecticut, 5-4.
The New Havenites scored a
single run off reliever Ed Ski- i
biak in their half of the tenth
on a fielder's choice. In the bottom of the tenth, Badolato
reached first on an infield single
and scored on Ed Skibiak's
booming triple. The winning
run crossed the plate a moment
later when Paul Simko hit a sacrifice fly to right field.
Skibiak, who took over for
starter Ken Wagner in the
seventh, received credit for the
victory, his first, of the season.
So. Conn.
Fairfield

THE
LANGUAGE
NO
ONE

lf20 0 0 0 1001-4 7 1
000.1 0 2 000 2-5 11 1

Stags Edged by LIU. 6·5

LID jumped on starter Dick
Fagan for three runs in the bottom of the first and went on to
beat the Fairfieldites, 6-5. Fagan
.<r; ,
walked two of the first three
men to face him and then served
,~~
We're talking
a home run ball to cleanup hit. .,;1/' ',"
about the language
.J.lf~;""
ter J. Apicella.
I
Trailing 5-0 in the fifth, the
.';r; .
new,
Stags erupted for four runs. Don
~
,~~
. . ,tt" ~~;(\{\
for that special breed of men
Cook batted for Fagan' and
(and women) •who
possess
a high
singled. With one out, Don'Pijar , ·w;·,.:C
'"l
",., 1'./
.
.,
:t.:i1"...11.100,0.
.·;iA;' '.,
degree of analytical ability.'
walked and following an out by
Skibiak,
DeGennaro
singled
Irr,rf':;' As a Computer Programmer at Honeywell EDP, you
scoring Cook. Clisham smashed
,
.,
wilt have the opportunity to learn how to design or
a long three-bagger scoring Pijar
write efficient programs';n machine-oriented language,
and he himself scored as Robinto take optimum advantage of the machine's characson reached first on an' error.
teristics a~d capabilities.
The Blackbirds scored what
proved to be the winning run
.The commercial success of our H800 and H400
off relief pitcher Badolato in the
business·scientific computers systems,' and t~ recent
seventh..
. 'announcement of our powerfUl H1800,' has created
In the ninth, the Stags made
exceptional' opportunities for college graduates who
a bid to tie the score as Simko
to become an .integral part of the "Second
wish
led off with a single and Jim
Industrial Revolution" of automation.
White drew a pass as a pinch
In addition to a liberal employee benefits program
hitter. Here the LID coach inand periodic salary reviews, Honeywell EDP offers
serted ~ relief pitcher and Skiyou the opportunity to continue your professional
biak promptly sacrificed the
education at the world-renowned universities and
(Cont'd on Page 12. Col. 1)
colleges in the Boston area.
To arrange for an interview, contact your College
Placement Officer or call: John O'Sullivan in Wellesley.
Mass., CEdar 5·7450 (Collect calls will be accepted.)
Broad jump ' - W. Don ova n,
If you prefer, you may direct your inquiry to:
Greenwich-21' 9%"*.
John O'Sullivan Employment Supervisor
High jump - G. Jackson, Wi/Ibm:
Programming Systems Division
Cross, ,6'3 1/8" ,;, 6' 2 1I8"t
60 Walnut Street Wellesley Hills 81. Mass.
Discuss throw R. Kurnick,
Pulaski, 156'.
880-yd. run
G. TetreaUlt,
HaJ.'itfordPub.-l: 53*.
220-yd. dash -,L. R<>g~, Stamford,0:2L8*.
180-yd. Low hlli.'dIes - J. Harding, Oonvad-O: 20.5.
880 Reiay - Fitzpalbl'ick, Ca>l'1"An equal opportunity employer"
son, Hine, and Goddard, Con. rad-"-l: 33.9.
*-Indicates a new l'eC01'd.
:r-Indicates old record.

~j*,~f':Y~..

~:S~~~i~~ ~:~:e;:e:

Eight R,ecords Broken In Scholastic Track Meet
Fairfield D. was the scene of
the Eleventh Annual Inter-Scholastic Invitational Track Meet
held this year on Saturday, May
5. Directed by Mr. Nick Giaquinto and aooisted by members
of the track team and students
from the univemity, the meet
featured representatives from
more t han 40 schools in the
state.
The meet is based on ind~
vidua,l rather than te,am performance with trophies going 'to
the fimt place winners and
medals to the four runners-up.
Eight records were broken in
the 14-eve-nt meet including'

two w hie h were the faste.s-t
times ever in state schoolboy
(.'ompetition - a 4.17.4 Loyola
Mile and a 1: 53 880.
'I1he winners and times in the
fourteen events were:
Loyola Mile-R. BfligM, Woodrow WHson-4: 1'7.4*.
100-yd.dash -'A. Denver, O3rien-0:10.
120-yd. high hurdiles-R. Parker,
Hartford Public, 0: 15.2*.
440-yard dash R. Max-wel!l.,
Greenwich-O: 50.3*.
Shot put - R. Kurnick, 'Pulask'i
~59' IPh"*, 55' 10%":1:-.
J ave-lin throw - F. Martiltli; New
Britain-I84' 2".
'

Honeywell
[jiJ. ~1)~ P~"i
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ollt, but not before Hunter had virtue of a 7-0 whitewashing at
tied the score at 4-4.
the hands of Fairleigh-DickinHunter
_ 000004000-468
FU
002101001-552. son. A strong wind blowing from
runners to third and second. De- Wagner, Maney (5), Badolato (6),
and Robinson. Hunter: Yeller and left to right field and key errors
Gennaro hit a· sacrifice fly to Shapiro~
I by the Stag" helped the Jerseyright scoring Simko but J. White McLaughlin Stops Stags, 7-6
ites to three unearned runs was nailed trying to reach third
The Stags dropped a 7-6 decias the second baseman cut off sion to UB and Mike (no hit) two in' the second and one in
the throw to the plate and fired McLaughlin in their first league the fourth. In the fifth, F-D
to third.
scored their final three runs on
Fairfield _
00 0 0 4 0 0 0 1-5 4 0 encounter of the year. Ed Ski- two singles and a two out home
L. I. U. . _
301 10010 x-6 11 2' biak pitched the route for the
Batteries-Fagan, Badalato (5) and Stags and lost his first 'of the run over the centerfield fence.
Robinson; Catalano, Couch (9) and
The Stags' best scoring OPP9rseason as he was touched for
Masiello.
tunitv came in the fifth inning.
four
and
three
run
outbursts
in
Stags Rally to Nip Hunter
Don Cook singled to right, Pij'ar l'
two of the first four innings.
The Stags ran their season's
Meanwhile, the Feroletomen, was hit by a pitch, and with two
record to 3-1 defeating Hunter held at bay by McLaughlin for out. B"dolato droDped a surprise I
5-4 with a run in the ninth in- seven innings, rallied for five bunt for a single to load the,
ning. In the decisive frame, R. tuns in the final two innings. In base~.
Here F-D hurler Bittman
Greene was safe at first on an the eighth, a triple, a hit batserror and moved to second. on a man, and a walk loaded the chalked UD his twelfth strikeout
wild pickoff throw. Rich Bado- bases, and. Bill Schumann deliv- of the afternoon to end the lato i"aid a pel'fect bunt down ered two runners with a single threat.
.. 000 0 000 0 0-0 7 5
the third base line for "a single to left. This made the score 7-4, Fairfield
. 02023000 x-7 8 0
and Greene moved to third. and that ended the rally in the Fairleigh
Wa~ner.
Fagan (5), and Cook.
Badolato then stole second, and eighth. In the ninth with one D'Agostin (7). Bittmann and TakPhoto by Pete Goss
Ed Skibiak received an inten- out, DeGennaro reached first on acs.
tional pass. J. White was sent an errol', Robinson walked and Stags Drop 14-11 Game to Rider JIM WHITE RECORDS a putout at first against UB. The Knights
up to pinch hit and ,took four White batted in DeGennaro -and
In a hitting slugfest, the Stll.gs edged the Stags 7-6 as a late FU rally fell short.
wide ones to send across the sent Robinson to third with a dropped their third league tilt
Stags Win 9-8
mann (Gillette). Cook (Gillette,).
winning run.
single to right. Robinson scored of the season to Rider, 14-11, in
WP--:-Gillette, Skibiak. PE-Badger
The
Stags
were
outhit
by
the
2.
as
Schumann
hit
into
a
fielder's
Ken Wagner started and pitcha game called after eight innings
visitors, but managed to squeeze
The Stags ·dropped a squeaker
ed well until the fifth inning choice. Then R. Greene struck because of darkness.
out
a
9-8
win
over
Quinnipiac
to
the University of Hartford,
when he loaded the bases with out for the final out.
Rider received thirteen walks to even their season's record at
IP H R ER'BB SO
one out. Here Coach Feroleto McLaughlin
9
8
6
4
9 11 and were helped by six FU er- 4-4. The Stags were helped by'2-1, in a non-league .encounter.
went to his bullpen, and Jack Skibiak
•9
9
7
7
5' 7
rors - 4 in the three run .fourth
Maney emerged to put out the HBP - by McLaughlin (Robinson). inning. The 'Rough Riders: had eight errors and five unearned The Stags took a one run lead
Winner-McLaughlin. Loser-Skibiak.
runs.
in the first when Simko was safe
fire, retiring the two batters he
a 12-0 lead going into the bottom
Ed Skibiak started for the at first on an error, stole second,
faced on infield pop-ups. In the Fairleigh Shuts Out Stags, 7-0 of the sixth when the Stags
next inning though Jack loaded
During the Easter vacation, broke the ice on a home run Stags but gave way to Ken Wag- and scored on DeGennaro's
the bases and left in favor of the Stags dropped their second deep to center field by Ed Ski- ner in the sixth. Wagner pitched double to left. The Hartford
Rich Badolato who got the side league encounter of the year by biak. In the seventh they erupt- one-hit ball for the remainder runs off Badolato were also unof the game and received credit earned. A single, an error, and
ed for seven runs and added for the victory, his first of the a two out double accounted for
three more in the eighth before season.
the two rUnS.
the darkness closed in.
..
'rhe Stags had ten hits, but
fi
d
d
Fair el score the wmmng left 11 men on base. Badolato
Dick Badolato was the startrun
with
two
gone
in
the
ing and .losing- pitcher. Bads seventh.•J. White walked, stole pitched fine ball for seven in:.
::' Mother
pitched a' total of 2% innings
and scored on a throw- nings, but was tagged for the
@
It's your
m~
told me to
I and was clipped for five hits, second,
ing error by the shortstop on loss. .'
nine walks and nine. runs.
·,
d
IP H R ER BB so
D
G
I
tapered shape
~ i look for the blue label*.
e
ennaro
s
groun
er.
Badolato
(L)
7
5
2
0 4
~
Rider
"._" 2'3030420-14144
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5 4
3
2
3
1
Schu-

Wagner
1
Petrossi (W)
9
WP-Badolato.
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NetInen Conclude Season 'With 4-2 Record
first four matches and lost
Ithe
the remaining two. Walt Donnelly d. Bob Bonstadt (6-4, 6-2),
Jerry Magner d. John Feldman
(6-2, 6-3), Matt Carroll d. Bill
Digergoria (6-4, 6-3) and Dick
Floor d. Bob Lynott (6-4, 6-2).
Jim Poole lost to U.B.'s Barrv
Bernstein (6-3, 6-2) and Larry
. Lee was defeated by Gary Schwager of U.B. (6-0,6-1). MagnerDonnelly and Floor-r.arroll combinations gave Fr. Ring's forces
two more points with· easy
straight victories in the doubles
play, while· Gerry ¥cGuirk and
George Krug bowed iI\ a long
three set final match.
.
In the second Southern Connecticut match, played at Fairfield, the Stags -won handily, 8-1,
sweeping all three .doubles
matches . and getting winning
efforts in the singles from Donnelly, Magner, Carroll, Floor,
and Poole. McGuirk dropped a
hard fought singles match in
three sets.
The first setback of the season was inflicted by a strong,
well- balanced University of
Massachusetts team, in a match
played at Amherst, Mass. In this
match Fairfield lost all six:
Photo by Pete Goss
FAIRFIELD NETMEN (L. to R.) Jerry Magner, Matt Carroll, singles matches and only a win
and Walt Donnelly will represent .the school at the Ryder by Magner and Donnelly in the
Tournament this weekend, Freshman Quentin Gr.eeley will also first doubles prevented a shutout.
accompany the trio.
St. Peter's of Jersey City inFr. James Ring's tennis team straight singles matches before vaded Fairfield on May 12 and
wound _up the. regular season's the match was called because of handed the Stags their second
play with a 'four aI\d two record, a freak snow storm. This 5-0 defeat of the year. Playing their
beating U.E. and Southern Con- victory gave the team a 2-0 re- strongest man in the second
nectlcut' twice while losing to cord as the week before they position, St. Peter's won 5-3.
the University of Massachusetts had easily defeated the U.B. Donnelly d. Hank Wefing (6-0,
and St. Peter's.
team 8-1 on the Fairfield courts. 6-1), Magner lost to Greg DrumIn the early part of April the
On May 4 Fairfield visited the mand (6-1, 6-0), Carroll lo'st to
Stags traveled to Southern Con- U.B. courts and came out ahead Art Fishelman (3-6, 6-1, 6-4),
necticuf arid quic.kly won five 6-3. In the singles the Stags won Floor lost to Joe Roberts (10-8;
6- 2), Poole d. Bill McDonald
(2-6, 6-2; 6-2), McGuirk lost to
John Wefing (6-4, 7-5). Magner
and Donnelly won a doubles
match and Larry Lee and McCOIIf OPERATED
Guirk lost one to round out the
scoring.
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Keds "Court Kini"
for tennis and
all casual wear

H
!

of ~""*

IP
FU
. . . .. _ 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 3-11 '9 6'
Gillette (L)
7
Bittmer, Cusats (7), Lackey (8) and
5
Kristofha. Badolato, Wagner (3), Skibiak
3
Badolato (6). Greene (6) Donnelly Wagner (W)
HBP-Emmerich
(8) and Robinson

i

Keds taper·toe
in new,
breezy hopsacking

Chlimpioli~

Nobody's rflally suggesting romance will be yours if you wear
U. S. Keds. But it is true that Keds are the best-fitting, the most
comfortable, good-looking and long-wearing' fabric casuals you
I;;;------;;;;;;;;
can buy, Because Keds are made with costlier fabrics. With an
exclusive shockproofed arch cushion and cushioned innersole.
···':·JIFFY.LAUNDROMAT
In short, with all those "extras" that make them your best buy
in the long fun. Head for your nearest Keds dealer. Get that
Open 24 Mrs. - 7
a Week
Keds look, that Keds fit .•• Gty THAT GREAl K£OS FEELING!
JOe Wuh - tOe Dry
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Agostino~s

Four Cops League Title
As Keglers Conclude First ·Season

·-BASEBALL
(Cont'd from Page 12. Col. 5)

St. Peter's Tops FU. 6-1
The Stags suffered their fourth
By MARTY SIENTIO
finishing in third, fourth and straight league loss as they sufrO~~d ~~~;l fi~~i gt:~esb~~v,l:~:flfth place respectively were. fered at 6-1 loss at the hands. of
Connelly, Ferugia and Torrillo. Bt. Peter's.
season.
As the seas.on proboTessed, the
The Peacocks scored a pair of
The ·fight for fiht place was
.
.
runs'in the third on two singles,
interesting, with thr.ee ,and then Ibowlers Improved ImmenseJy. It a fielder's choice, anq another
four teams strugglmg for. th: Iwasn't until the final six weeks I ?ingle. They ,added. singl.e runs
top spot. The final standmg", of the season that the top three I In the fourth and s!xth mmng:
show Len Agostino's combine in high games were' recorded. They i ancl. two more in the eighth.
first place where they had been were Jim Connelly 246, Len
Ed Skibiak pit'?hed the route
for the past two months. Other Agostino 244, and Bill Dermody £~r the Stags and took t.he loss
members of the winning team 243'. The high individual three- hlS second of the campaIgn.
are Mike Tehan, Dave Speno game leaders were Jim Connelly §'t,r:~~~r's
~ ~~ pg10 ~ ~=~ 19 ~
and . Francis ·Kane. Each had 616, Jack J'vlaney 588, and Dr. Skibiak and Robinson. Johns0n and
an' average higher than 156. Grassi' 577.. The' hIgh individual Sena
Speno was the team leader" with averages were Dr.' Grassi 172,
Upsala Rained Out
a 164. Second place honors went Jack Maney 168, and Dave
Andy Donnelly went to the
to Dr. Grassi's team which in- Speno 164.
mound for the Stags against Up·
chided Paul Reiss, Mr. GuarThe Westport Lanes have sala, but the game was called
after an inning and a half with
M
cello, B ob Swat1an d .an d .' r. again extended an invitation for no score. The game will not be
Tartaro as a substitute. The clubs next year· wI'th the hope that rescheduled unless
.
it affects Up·
another fine season cl;\nbe had. sala's chances for the conference
by all. This is quite feasible title.
y
since a good portion of this I.The . Stags ..dro.'pped .·f h e i:
year's bowlers were underclass-' fourth straight. '8-5 as an error!
.
By PATRICK HURLEY
Intramural softball continues men.
opened the. gates f? a f~ur-:un I RECORD BREAKERS (L. to R.) Jack Bar;y:jLa~iyJL~n~~~~"~Ynd
to roll along at· a f<lst pace. The FINAL STANDINGS:
Post rally m the eIgh~h. mnmg. JaC!. Fontanella pose for STAG photogra]lher. They set records
weather has been good, and the
Total The two teams played see-saw in the mile 220 and pole-vault respectively.
Pins ball for seven innings, and .the.'
.
"
games have gotten' better with Team
W
L
45493 Stags took a short·lived 5-4 lead
each succeeding contest. Each Agostino
44
16
game has been well attended and Dr. Grassi
44553 after 7Yz.
,
41
18
fun for all.
Connelly
38
21 44031 Badolato . start~ the game for
43525 Fairfield, giving up five hits and
Ed Fort's team continues to Ferugia
34
25
39673 four runs in his five inning
lead the loop, but Chris Parillo Torrillo
33
27
36788 stint. .The loss went to Ken
and Ken Kelly remain in the Dermody
33
27
38004 Wagner who took 'over in the
race. Fort lost his first game in Maney
31
29
By PETER GARRY
Ia 23:1 furlong. Jimmy Dalv's
41215 sixth and was the victim of the
six starts to a spirited team led Sampson
26
34
Sparked by record breakers'l come from behind win in the 440
25388 costly error in the eighth..
by Chris Parillo's pitching, Paul Grogan
16
44
Jack Barry, Larry Longua, and I and Bill I<',,') .', .
.5'1
. 001 030 010-5 8 2
Bardorf's timely hitting, and Vic Quinlan .. '... 15
44- 30050 Fairfield.
Fontanella the Stags" jl1m p were other h:2hlights.
C. w. Post
010030 04x-8 8 1 Jack
Costello's stellar fielding. Four
.
:.
On Monday, May 7, the Stags
sprmg track contmgent lias thus entertained the Hunter trackruns in the first inning put the
fal' ~ompIled a 2 wm-l'los~ rec-' st~rs and enhanced the1r record
damper on Fort's M&M boysord m dual meet competItIOn.
to the tune of a 76-[;0 verdict.
Charlie Hunt and Bill Stewart.
The final score was 9-7. Pete
With a new coach, .Mr. Nick
This meet· was the scene of
Cavanaugh's _team has been
By JEFF CAMPBELL
pions is on the mound. However, Giaquinto, and a .group of Uf}-' :he three' school records set so
paced by Larry Rafferty and
After the first month of regu- with Ralph Terry off to a great and-coming . sophomores~ ' the;}!' this year. The first came m
his big bat. However, a lack of lar season play, the situation iu start and the core of last year's thin clads opened their sea.viI·he mile, where Jack Barry set
clutch hitting has hurt the team. the American League is much staff returning, this weakness at Queens College;' and under the schooJ standard with a 4:42
Ken Kelly remains in the' race, the same as it has been for the may have ceased to be a prob- poor conditicms, suffered -a 77-64 clocking wh:ch eclipsed the old
largely 'on the basis of Jack Cas- past decade. Once again, the lem. It is unlikely that the reversal: Individual wiimers in- record by 5% seconds. Larry
per's ball-hawking in left field. New York Yankees are clinging Ya~kee~ wiI su~er visibly from eluded. Jack Barry .. in th.~ 880, Longua was responsible for the
Kurt Kilty's team is, still looking to first place.
a pltchmg defiCIency.
and mIle, Bruce Kmsky III the second record as he covered the
'or their first win of the season.
True, the Yankee opposition
Barring unforeseen injuries in broad junlp, Dennis Fitzgerald 220 in a respectable 22.3 seche fielding has been there, but will be stronger than last year's, key positions, or an act of God, in the shot, cmd a sweep 9 f the onds. Jack Fontanella 'completed
",ak stick-work at the plate has when ;Detroit gave them a tight the Yankees should repeat as high jump by Bill Fabbri, Carl the barrage w:th a fi"er glass
l·t them.
race until early September. This Champions in 1962.
Orlando, and Larry Longua.
,vault of 11'2'/2". 01'h<3r triui1Jryhs
indings as of May' 11:
year, Baltimore, Cleveland and
* * *
On the following Tuesday,. were garnered by Lon::;ua in the
W
L Chicago are better teams than
New York's ,National League April 17, 'Fairfield traveled to 100 and the broad j,lmp in which
rt .....••••.••........ 5
1 they were a year' ago. This year entry., the New York Mets, on New Haven.to oppose the South- he had a 21'4 3/1" leap, Jimmy
lly ......•••••.•.... 4
2 also, Detroit h<J,s more· confidence the otherhand, seem headed ern Connecticut. Qwls; and on Daly with a 54.5 quarter, and
riJlo ......••••.••... 3
2 and knows the Yankees can: be non-stop for the league cellar: this occasIon, evened their i-ec- Denny Fitzgerald with a' 42'7"
.avanaugh
1
4 beaten. This oposition will defi- The Mets under Manager Casey ord with .a, convincing 74%-471j~ toss of the 16 lb. ball.
Kilty
0
4 nitely give the Yankees quite a Stengel dropped their first nine triumph. Captain - Jack l3arry
The season concludes here tobit of trouble, but the chance games before winning against once again sparked his forces day as the Stags encounter their
of their dethroning the New .the Pirates in Pittsburgh.
with a triple triumph-the 880, trad;tional rivals from UB, and
Yorkers is .quite slim.
This, however, is to be ex- mile, and 2 mile. His timeswere with their steady performances
Brevity and Softball:
A first. year team,
found- 2'.12.3, 4:52 and 11 :04 respective- and some spectator support figOne thing that the Yankees pected.
d
d
The Spice of Life
upon
agmg
Iv. Larry Longu.a swept the ure to end a fine season with an.
h ave, that the others lack,
is eb I
lI
fan
f unwanted
f
ha p ayers, cast 0
rom:t e dashes with a 10.3 century and other victory.
By .:JOHN SCANLON
depth. The Yankees have such other teams in 'the league, canJim Brosnan, whom some of astounding depth that they can not expect to set the league on
my contemporary sports writers afford to platoon players like fire except in the loss column.
from the big cities like to tag Johnny Blanchard, Yogi Berra, Perhaps, some people are at last
'baseball's intellectual,' once and lately Bill Skowron.
realizing that Casey Stengel is
said, . "It's a long season." He , From top to bottom, their linet th f
th
f th
deT ~:Hl;rt
wasn't referring to the FU In- up is filled with power hitters. nBol
person 0
e
tramural Softball schedule. 'In
esse
nm y.
There· were few bright spots
No one will dispute this. The
keeping with this spirit of brev- names of Mantle and Maris have in the Mets' debut, but one hapity, my column shall pass faster become household words.
py surprise was the revival of
than you can say Jackie RobinThe only place where on can F ran k Th omas. MI'
a {lng a come- .
son - unoriginal, but colorful find fault with the World Cham- back o{sorts, Frank blasted sev-I
nevertheless.
en homers in the month of April,
League Standings May 11 students. Next year . . . well; putting himself among the
were:
we'll let that take care of itself. league leaders.
W L Pet. GB DIAMOND DUST
Another bright spot was the
We need men and women with various kinds of degrees and skiUs.
Maloney
3 0 1.000
'11
2
0
1000
lL
A
petition
is
underway
to
imsupport
of the1 New hYorkd fans
T orn 0 '......
.
;r.:
h
.
f
Due
to the pr~sent expansionprogra:m, in the Home- Office, there
mortalize Commissioner Mike w 0, WIll or ose, c eere
'01'
McCall
2 1
.750
%
th' M t I l t h
It
'11 are more than the usual number of openings available with the
Hintelmann, .. 2 1
.6671 Zapf in the Intramural Hall of
ell'
e s a
e way.
WI
Browne
1 1
.500 I1h' Fame thus expanding the. total hike some building, but the Me.ts chance of quick advancement for the ambitious man or woman. Our
Arnold
0 2
.000 2% membership to two. Don't worry, ahre gOlt'ntg to .bte htefartd from III interesting and extremely thorough training leads to a number of
challenging positions in the administrative field.
Duestch
0 3
.000 3' Mike, I'm sure John Creed will t e no - 00- d IS an u ure.
Palladino .... 0 3
.000 3
be happy to have you.
Salaries begin at $4,680 per annum and there is a liberal policy
In all fairness to Fr. Caffrey
towards increases. Consider, too, these six advantages which a
S.J., head of intramurals, and
"What ever happened to the
career at'Metropolitan offers:
Commissioner Mike Zapf, we Academic Council?," University
1. Life Insurance, Disability, Hospital, Surgical, Major Medical Exmust point out that the main athletes demanded today. Richpense and retirement benefits.
.
explanation for this short-lived ard M. Lawless, basketball
2. Appetizing luncheons as guest of the company-without charge.
season' is found in the realiza- scholarship candidate, led the
tion of an extended basketball muscular chorus in several more
3. Liberal vacations and holidays.
season which seemed to be ap- yells. Meanwhile, Medea was
4. Well-equipped medical service for emergencies.
preciated by most l?articipating locked in a closet.
5. Social, athletic, hobby, recreational groups and a fine gymnasium.
6. Colleges offering post-graduate studies are just a few blocks away
CORTIGIA!NO'S
••• Metropolitan will pay part of the tuition for approved courses.
SERVICE
For more information call or apply in person to Mr. H. B. Dudley,
STAnON
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.to 4 p.m.
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THE JAZZ WORD

STUDENT COUNCIL
MINUTES

(Cont'd from Page. 4, Col. 5)

every cup, the jazz artIst· must
have the necessary elements to
create meaningful music. It is
Meeting was opened with a prayer.
ironic that both the club-owners
Absent-Mr. Jones and Mr. Deutsch
who refuse to supply a decent
Excused-Mr. Berchem
piano and the club-goers expect
Late-None
to hear top-grade jazz from
Minutes were accepted as read.
near-demolished hunks of wood
Committee Reports
and wire.
Treasurer's Report-We have a balance of $607.76.
Some suggest that the musiActivity Report-We have reached an agreement with Bran- cian laugh this off, maintain a
dan Films and are sending them a check for $50.00.
"That's Show Biz" attitude.
Grievance Comm.-We have ordered' the mimeograph ma- This is like asking Leonard
chine and will pay on delivery.
Bernstein to conduct an orches·
Publicity Comm.-No report.
tra of nine year-old kazooists.
E-lection Comm.-The class elections went well with a high Then too, the theatrical element
percentage of the electorate voting. Council elections are in jazz-the Al Hirts and Dukes
May 14.
of Dixieland-type groups - is
Honor Comm.-Our report will be made in the form of a of little musical consequence.
suggestion to the academic committee.
If the carpenter were handed
'Motor Inn Comm.-No report.
poor-grade, rotted lumber and
. Program Comm.-N 0 report.
defective tool-s, he would refuse
NEW BUSINESS
to work. Plainly, he could build '
Motion-Mr. Floyd-That the Council establish an award in nothing of merit in such circum- \
conjunction with the administration, to be given as an stances. The musician, who deofficial school award. This will be titled the Student pends on the public for hi~ liveCouncil Service Award and will be presented at the lihood, must' swallow his pride
Photo by Pete Goss
University's official award or prize day, That no more and often be content with an
than three awards be given each year. That the recipient inferior performance in a d~ QUEEN OF THE DOGWOOD FESTIVAL, Miss Mary Faith Marof this award shall be those students, wlio, in the esti- manding art which states: "It tins, is shown after being crowned at the Formal at Longshore
mation of the Council, have provided outstanding ser- ain't how you do it, it's what Country Club. Tim Huff '63 escorted Miss Martins.
vice to the school. That the people nominated for thi.s you do."
1----------------------------award shall be made by a general motion. The award
Then there is the night club.
shall be presented by a member of the administration; Jazz is no stranger tq the barby arrangement of the Council Presia·ent. This shall be- room, which in the 20's was a·
come a standing rule of the Council. and will be acted Canaveral for the young music.
upon each year.'
sec. dis. passe.d
Today's jazz is condqciv.e to
M 1"
M
. . , listening, rather than dancing
a 10n- r. MCGinn-Any individual seeking n0mination" to (a"lthoug'h cont~.ary to populal:
any class or council 'position must submit, a sfatement
' . ' Western Massachusetts
Also elected at a dinner meet'of the nOminee's past extra-curricular ~and sCholastic myth; .JP.uch of. it can be da1).ced
Area Club
ing in the Hitching Post v,rere:
" t th'
.
'
to). As a result, there has.,been
. .
vice president, Gerald Gazso·,
ac t IVI y,
e nommee's present activity in both the 'afore- a move '0' ut 0'" the tavern and' - ,At a' recent meetmg of the
., ' . ! >
recording secretary, Kenneth
ment I'one d fi e ld s, an d th e nommee
s persona'!' or party onto the concert hall stage -Still Western Massachusetts Under- H '
Kenneth
ecre t
platform for future activity to the commissioner' of' the there-are no'J'azz musician~ who gra'duate Club William D. Masi, BalOd~~o; d st
ary,
to
th
.
t'
'
.
d'
,
'63
l
t
d
P
'd
t
f
th
on
1, an
reasurer,
Lawrence
electl' ons pr'or
1
e nomma IOns.
sec. IS.
. make their living solely by conwas e ec e
reSI en or e L 'g
..Amendment-That the election commissioner be advised to cert work even though that day 1962-1963 school year. Other' aVI ne.
.
publish this information when received from the candi- is forsee~ble. Considering the officers elected were William
The elecbons were formally
dates.
sec, dis. passed
lack of audience attentiin in Shea, '64, Vice President; Fred'- announced by moderator. Mr.
Motion-Mr. Floyd-That a charge be e'stablished to ,off-set
I b
h' h I '
erick Forton '64 Treasurer' and Kenneth Kunsch of the busmess
•
c u s W IC emp oy .Jazz
"
' d e artment faculty
th e, $35 .00 yearly charge for maintenance of the mimeo many
musicians as a matter of policy, James Jackson, '65, ?ecretary,
p
..,
.
ma~hin~. That this small chilrge be applied to each 01'- it is a wonder there hasn't been They are all from SprIngfield.
The Bndgeport area club IS
gamzabon using the machine. The suggest~d charge be an all-out dash towards Carnegie
During the m~eting Sean Dt~n- t?e, largest of Fairfield Univer50 cents per 250 copies.
sec. dis. defeated
Hall. A recent "live" recording phy, the club s present VIce Sity s undergraduate clubs. It has
Motion-Mr. Floyd-That the President include in his final made at a well-known Green. President, suggested the club awarded scholarships to area
re?ort the follow:ing suggestions:-that a standing com- wich Village jazz club fea- hold a barbecue during the l.at- residents since 1952.
mlttee be establIshed called the Honor Committee to turing the trio of a sensitive tel' part of June. The suggesbon
St. Ives Guild
compile a report which shall go to the Dean to the and highly creative pianist reo was. accepted by the club and
Academic Committee, and a' copy to be published in cently praised by Time Maga- plans are presently being made
On Tuesday evening, May 8,
the STAG. The committee shall consist of six membets, zin!,!, is an ~xample. The set was by the present of!'icers.
. the St. Ives Pre-Legal Guild
" one from _each, class who is a member of' the Council rec;orded flt a Sunday afternoon . After the meetIng Mr. MasI, held its first annual dinner meetand two other members to be appointed by the President performance reputedly attract- m a statement to th~,STAG an- ing at the Turf Club. At the
of the CounciL The ,.chaIrman of this committee shall' ing "the most· genuinely interest- nounced .some of hIS pla~s for meeting
out-going president
be appointed by the President. The report shall consist ed jazz audiences to be found the commg 'year. He saI,d he Frank McQuade gave, a .briet
o~ facts, suggestions and opinions that will aid in stop- at any time or place." (The pla~s to contl!~ue th~ practIce of resum~. of the club's y'ear.
pmg cheating on this campus. This commitee must meet quote is lifted directly from the haV:Infg anthaft:alr du.nngFthehsumMr. McQuade then introduced
once every two weeks.
album liner notes, written by a mer or e IncomIng res men the guest speaker for the eve~
Next Mr Ned ColI came forward to
I"
h'
"t"
noted jazz critic) Just what from the Western Massachusetts ning, Mr. Charles Weeks, Special
,
.
exp am IS en IClsm
.
d
'd h
ld 1'1 t
of the Council in the C.K.S. publication
they were interested in seems area ~nth S~I t e ;o~ t ~ {e 0 Agent in charge of the ConnecMotion-Mr. McCarthY-That the Council give a unanimous to be t~e mystery. Audience re- ~x.~~nd t~.m erco e~la e. at~e, ticut office for the F.B.I.
vote of acclamation to President Zowine for a wonderful sponse IS lukewarm (through no IllI 1 e 11 IS year, 0 InC U e
Mr, Weeks spoke on career opyear of service.
fault of the trio) and conversa- more co eges.
.
.
tion rumbles through all _ the
By way of new Ideas, Mr. MaSI portunities in the F.B.I., for law
Shaun Sullivan (SEC)
selections. The cawing of one said he is looking into the pos- students. At the close of his talk,
crow-voiced woman is at times sibilities of the club sponsoring Mr. Weeks answered questions
almost intelligible.
a concert by the Glee Club and of club members concerning· the
activities of the F.B,I.
Possibly· the concert hall of holding a dinner dance.
The final piece' 'of business
would eliminate ihis and other
, ·Norwalk Area Club
conducted during the evening
problems such as poor acoustics.
Undoubtedly, it would eventualOn May 7, 1962, officers were was the installation of the new
ly slit the throat of jazz, a music elec.ted to the Norwalk Area officers by Mr. McQuade. The
which gains its vigor from the Club for the 62-63 school year. officers for the coming year are:
shock of human contact. Jazz Peter Kniffen was elected presi- President, Robert Kolesnik '63;
does belong in the barroom as dent; Nick Dilerbo, vice-ptesi- Vice-President, David J. Brady
well as in the concert hall. But dent; Andy Smith, treasurer and '63; Treasurer, Richard Clarkin
for the artist to please his public Norman
Roberts,
publicity '63; Corresponding Secretary,
Terrance Cook '63; Recording
and fulfill his own desire to play chairman.
creatively, there is a twofold
Plans were discussed for the Secretary, Justin J. Donnelly '63.
obligation: the responsibility for June. picnic entitled "Like InIn a short speech, Mr. Kolesnik
stimulating and holding interest· spiration!" The Picnic will take said he hopes this year's officers
lies with the performing artist; place at Sherwood Island on would carryon the fine work
I the listener, in turn, owes a debt Saturday, June 2, 1962, at 11:30 tl1at was started 'by' the officers
to the artist, and that is the a.m.
for the past year.
,debt of attention.
Tickets may be obtained by
contacting Nino Nistri, Phil
Spanish' Club
Burns or Richard Cody.
At a recent meeting of the
F.D. Hosts Seminars
Waterbury Area Club
Spanish Club, officers were electFor Resident C.P.A.'s
The Waterbury Area Club is ed for next year. They are presinow
making plans for its dent, Tony Carbonell '65; viceFairfield University i6 hosteleventh
annual Senior' Farewell president, Jose Jarabo '65; secreing a series of seminars for area
tary, Victor Smilgen '64; treapublic accountants. The semin- dance.
At the last meeting, election surer, Len Sohlberg '63; publiars started May 14 in Xavier
city chairman, Tom Calderwood
Hall in cooperation wit h the of officers was held. Justin Don- '65. Together with the club modnelly
was
elected'
president;
Conneticcut Society of Certified
Robert Kolesnik, vice-president; erator Mr. Guarcelo and assistPublic Accountants,
ants Don Dykas, Tom Curtin,
The University wa-s selected Larry Mullin, treasurer; Martin Jack Pecka and Bill Flahive are
Shea,
secretary;
Mike
Maunsell,
as one of three sites in the state
making plans for Freshman
for the seminars on "The Pur- corresponding secretary; and Orientation and possible services
John
Quinn,
publicity
director.
chase, Sale or Liquidation of a
The success of the club's and presentations for next year.
Corporate Business." Similar
progr'ams are taking place in functions have made it possible
Drama Society
Waterbury and Hartford on four for the club to donate to the
The Drama Society at a recent
consecutive Mondays starting University $1,000 for its scholarmeeting elected officers for the
ship fund.
May 14.
coming year. They are: presiBridgepor.t ,Area Club
dent, Ron Cormier '63; viceA TTENTION UNIVERSITY
Fairfield 'Univeqity students pl'esident, B0b Curley '63;secreAUTHORITIES
in the Greater Bridge'pod area tary;,Len-Sohiberg '63; and trea~
Be on the look out for a 'small have elected Vincent Oliviero, surer, Orest Fiume '64. They are
humorous figure "on the lamb" '63, as president for the 1962-63 .now making . plans for the Soand heading toward the flagpoie year,
'
ciety Banquet on June 19th 'and
with a large, government-issue
Mr. Oliviero succeeds Edward for Freshman' Orientation in tHe
balloon.
FalL
.
Fitzgerald' of Fairfield.

Clubs Elect Officers;
.·,::New Plans Being Set

L
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Separation Of Church A.nd State
Allows Federal Aid To Education
By JAY LaCROIX
no establishment clause, be aid- ingless. Practically speaking, a
I do not propose to debate the ed by the government. There- government monopoly of educaquestion of Federal Aid to Edu- fore, it has been established that tion would necessarily result.
cation. I hope, however, to prove religious institutions performing
Regarding the right of free
that such aid, if granted, can be public function may be aided by choice of selecting educational
. 'egally extended to non-public the government.
institutions we must refer to two
~chools. and, in point of fact,
The Cochran case established more Supreme Court decisions:
"'nust be extended to such that the use of state funds to Meyer v. Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390
~chools, if our pluralistic educa- provide secular textbooks for all (1923), and Pierce v. Society of
';;onal system is long to survive. school children including those Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
Pres.i.dent Kennedy shocked in parochial school is constituThe Meyer case involved a
'egal experts, as well as the tionally justifiable as an expend- state law making it a crime to
,arents' of 5,000,000 parochial iture for a public purpose.
teach any language, other than
~chool children who make up
The Everson case maintained English, in an elementary school.
1.8.6% of all the U.S.' school- that a New Jersey law which The Court found the law uncon,,:oing population, when he provided that reimbursements to stitutional, and stressed the fact
"landly stated "The principle of parents out of public funds for that the Constitution protects
~hurch - state
separation pre- transportation of their children against unreasonable intrusion
:ludes aid to parochial schools." to parochial schools on buses by the state, of the rights of th~
Why the President felt compel- regularly used in the public child, the parent and the teacher.
led to make such' a broad and transportation system was ConThe Pierce v. Society of Sisiistressing statement during his stitutional. The principle estab- tel's, involved an Oregon law reicampaign, we leave the able edi- lished is that a citizen may qui ring that parents send their
tors of AMERICA to ponder. receive governmental aid in children only to public schools,
Photo by John Carway
OFFICERS FOR. THE CLASS OF '64 anxiously await their Let us, however, study the furtherance of his obtaining so that all children might be
responsibility for the coming year. From left to right: Matt De- validity of this point of view.
basic citizen education whether "Americanized.'!
Luca, "Treasurer, George Egan, Vice-President, John Gugle, Pre" .Directly opposing President he obtains it in a 'public or
The Supreme Court ruled the
sident, and Jeff Campbell, Secretary.
Kennedy's position, the NatiOnal private school.
'law unconstitutional, because it
Catholic Welfare Conference
It must be noted that in the d.enied the parent and child's
maintains that, "There exisits no Everson' case the Court stated n~ht to choose education in
21 PRE·MEDS
constitutional bar to aid educa- "No tax in any amount, large
pnvate, public or. parochial
(Cont'd from Page 1. Col. 3) tion in church-related schools, in small, can be levied to support ~cho?ls. The Court s.md that lega degree proportional to the any religious activities or insti- IslatlOn could not glVe the state
followed in Loyola cafeteria.
Membership in Alpha Epsilon value of the public function it tutions. Some people have inter- a mo.nopoly over education.
John O'Reilly, '63 was elected Delta is a recognition of super- performs. Such aid to the secular preted this to mean that the Most Importantly it states,
to succeed Don Lupo as presi- ior scholastic achievement of function may take the form of government may not constitu- '.' "The fundamental theory of
dent of the Glee Club. His hope th€ students. It permits them. to matching grants, or long-term tionally support public welfare lIberty up.on which .all govto maintain the excellent tradi- develop qualities of initiative, loans to institutions, or of schol- objects accomplished in chill'ch- ernments m the Union repose
excludes any general power
tion set by Don Lupo reflects leadership and self-education by arshio tuition payments or tax related institutions.
, T o be understood correctly of the state to standardize -its
some of the spirit which he participating in the aotivities of benefit~." .
The "principle of church-state this opinion must De 'Viewed in chlldre.t;I by f~rcing them to
shares with the Glee Club. John, the Society.
an English major, is a member
Alpha Epsilon Delta of A.E.D. separation," to which the Presi- the light of what the Court actu- accept mstructlOn from: public.
of Alpha Sigma Nu, Cardirial was established at the Univer- dent refers, is based on the ally decided in the case' that it ~chool teachers only. The child,
public IS not a mere creature of the
Key Society, and was chairman sity of Alabama in 1926. Chap- "religious" clause of the First is constitutional to
..
of the Dogwood Festival Com- t€rs have since been €S,tablished Amendment. This clause reads, funds to pay for school bus serv- stTahte."
es~ two decIslO~s affirm t.he
munion Breakfast, in addition at 77 accredired colleg.es and "Congress shall make no law rec ice for citizens, in order to ento being in the Glee Club and u n i vel" s ities 'throughout the specting an' establishment" of able them to acquire the secular p~o~ectI~n ~urr01:'-ndmg the mthe Minstrals for two years.
United States and Canada. The religion." This clause was writ- benefits of education, regardless dividual s nlj(hts m education as
Steve Delehanty '64 is the object of the society is to en- ten into the Constitution to pre- of whether or not they attend guarante~d m the Constitution.
Educa~lOn, of .the child in the.
new Vice President. A psychol- courage excellence in premedi- vent the Congress from estab- public '01' parochial schools.
lishing a national church or giytype of msbtutlOn preferred by
ogy major, he is the Glee Club cal scholarship, to stimulate an' ing
any particular religion a preTwo other f~mou~ Supr~me the parent is not a privilege. It
accompanist, a member of the appreciation of the importance fen'ed status. Certainly this Court C~ses WhICh mIght bnefly iS,a clearly defined right recogMet Club, and the Knights of of premedical educa'tion in the clause was irisert~d to protect be ment)one,d are the McCollum nized by the Supreme Court A
study of medicine, and to pro- religious freedom from govern- Case and the Zorach Gase.
Columbus.
right which will .be severely ~n
Bill Walsh '63 is the Secretary mot€ cooperation and contacts mental interference, but not to
The McCollum .Case held that dangered if non-profit private'
of the Club. Bill is a history between medical and premedi- prevent all relationships be- the ,release~ . bme, progr.am, schools are denied comoensation
major and has been with the cal students and educators in tween church and state.
whel eby rehglOus mstructlOns for the public function th
ey
Glee Club for three years. He developing an improved proTh e N .C.W, C . claims, "It (the were .held on the .public school provide.
is the chairman of the Ben- gram of premedical education. clause) was never understood to premIses, was unconstitutional.
Congress has provided some
sonians and a member of the It also binds together similarly mean that religious institutions
The Zo~ach Case held .that a types of aid' to church-related
interested stud€nts in the allied which perform public services r~l~ased tIme program WIth r~- schools. On March,28: 1961. the
Campus Minstrels.
health
field~.
Leon Archambault '62, the
are disqualified to receive com- hglOUS classes held off pubhc Department of Health E d '
Twelve seniors are inCluded pensation for them through the school ,was constitu.tiona,l.
tion and Welfare issued a li~c~f
newly elected Treasurer is an
Clea~ly, the PreSIdent s state- 41 such programs 'all consisting
English major, a two year mem- in the group of 21 biologists. governmental organs of the sober of the Club and the Min- All have been accepted to me- ciety which have benefited by' ent IS refuted by these deci- of grants to church-related insti.
tutiol1s. The Surplus Property
strels, he has contributed to the dical schools for studies start- the services. Neither was it un- SlOns.
ing in September. The officers del'stood to mean that the gov~
The. second pomt I WIsh to Act of 1944 has resulted in 488
New ·Frontiers.
Stephen J. Delehanty and and members of the fraternity ernment may offer its assistance stress IS that Federal aid must grants of land and buildings to
to the health and education of be extended to non-profit priv- church affiliated schools run by
Donald Lupo are writing a new are as follows:
Frank Bauman,
President; our citizens only through secu- ate scho.ols, as well. ~s public 35 denominations. The Campion
fight song for the University.
Steve, the Glee Club accom- Tom Nucifora, Vice- President; larized governmental institu- s?hools, if our.plurahsbc educa- Dorm, presently under constructIonal. sy.stem ~s long to survive. tion on campus, is being financed
panist, is writing the music and Anthony Fapiano, Secretary; tions."
No decisions of the Supreme
If aId IS d~med church-related by a federal grant.
Don, this year's president of the Anthony Palladino, TreaS'Urer;
James Clabby, Michael Corcor- Court contradict these points. s~ho?ls, whIle massive federal
The Bishops of the United
club, is writing the words.
Steve said the purpose of the an, Frank Coscia, Ronaold Cwik, In fact, the Supreme Court deci- aId IS grante? public education, States, forced to take a firm
song was to have a song which Richard Ferreira, Joseph Gam- sions which are closely relevant the result wIll be a weakening stand on this vital issue are not
of the .church-rel~ted schools, idealists in this question, but
could and would be sung at the ba, Joseph Kelly, Peter Kre- support. them:
There are three decisions re- and. ultimately WIll force the realists whose position is backed
basketball games and other nicky, Richard Lovanio, Paul
sports functions. SteVE; feels the Maher, Kenneth Maiocco, Ed- lating to the constitutionality of closmg of many of these schools. up by existing legislation and
present "Men in Red" is inade- ward Molloy, Paul O'Connell, government aid for the accom- Many parents would no' longer decisions of the Supreme Court
Vincent Oliviero, Bernard Po- plishment of public welfare ob- be able to send their ~hild~en to Catholics who believe they ar~
quate.
Steve and Don hope the song durgiel, Thomas Reddy and jects through church related in- church sch.ools, and, III pomt of proving their broadmindedness
stitutions. The decisions are: fact, the nght of. the parent to by opposing their Bishops, are
will be finished by the beginning Enzo Seilla..
Fairfield U. _faculty members Bradfield V. Roberts, 175 U.S. select. the .educabonal program only proving their ignorance of
of the basketball season next
honored were the Rev. William 291 (1899); Cochran v. Board of I ;fFo_r__h_IS_ _C_h_J_ld W_O_U_I_d__b_e__m_e_a_n_-;;;t~h~e~is~s~u~es~a~t~h~an~d~.
~
year.
J. Healy, S.J., Dean and Chair- Education, 281 U.S, 370 (1930); II
man of the Committee on Pre- Everson v. Board of Education,
VALEDICTORIAN
medical Recommendations, the 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
(Cont'd from Page L Col. 2) Rev. William Burns, S.J., CoIn the Bradfield case, the
the former Editor-in-Chief of ordinator of Natural Sciences Court held the appropriation by
the STAG, a contributor to New Division and Ohairman of the Congress of money to a Catholic
Frontiers, and Vice-Prefect of Physics Department, the Rev. hospital as compensation for the
the Sodality. The recipient of Gerald Hutchinson, S.J., Chair- treatment and cure of poor pathis year's Loyola Award, the man of the Chemistry Depart- tients under a contract with the
Senior will continue his studies ment, Dr. Donald J. Ross, Chair- hospital was not a violation of
at Marquette University under man of the Biology Department, the no establishment clause. The
an assistantship. He will receive Dr. John Klimas Jr., moderator Court disavowed the view (of
an A.B. English degree. For of the Biology Club, and Dr. the petitioners) that religious
three years, he received the Frank Rice, Assistant Professor institutions performing public
functions cannot, because of the
Meriden Record Co. scholarship. of Biology.
Mr. Jones also announced that
Robert C. Malstrom will be the , . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - class prophet and John C.
CAMP COUNSELOR OPENINGS
O'Regan will give the class will.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Malstrom is a member of the
(Min. age 19 & completion of at least 1 year of college)
Drama Society and a :New
GRADUATE STUDENTS and FACULTY MEMBERS
Frontiers contributor. O'Regan is
THE ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE CAMPS
the past Prefect of the Sodality.
• .• comprising 350 outstanding Boys, Girls, Brother-Sister
and .co-Ed Camps, located throughout the New England,
Middle Atlantic States and Canada•

Glee Club Chooses
O'Reilly President
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¥our Best Bet
• FOR SPORTS FASHIONS
• FOR DRESS FASHIONS

• FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS

• • • INVITES YOUR INQUIRIES concerning summer employment as Kead
Counselors, Group Leaders, Specialties, General Counselors.

Write, Phone, or Call in Person
AssoCiation of Private Camps - Dept. C
Maxwell M. Alexander, Executive Director

. 55 West 42nd Street,

OX 5·2656,

Mew York 36, N.Y.
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Don Preziosi,
Die}\: Floor"

Netv College Called Success
After Hofstra Experirnent

Hempstead, N.Y. - (I.P.) That it is possible to accelerate
the first two years of a college
By JAY LaCROIX
program and still retain quality
Two Fairfield University sen- of education was affirmed reiors Richard Floor and Donald cently in an evaluation of The
Pre;iosi have received accept-I New
College,
experimental
ance from Harvard University branch of Hofstra College. The
Graduate Schools.
report was prepared by Dr. Jack
M1'. Floor, who hails from T. Johnson, provost.
Lynn, Mass., will attend Harvard
Of the 81 'students who were
Law School. He entered Fair- enrolled m September, 1960, 72
field this Fall after soending comple.ted the first forty weeks;
four years in the PauJist's two wIthdrew, and seven were
Seminary.
transferred to Hofstra at midMr. Fioor is President of the year. During the first 40 weeks,
Debating Society and Captain of each student took a morning
the College Bowl Team. tIe par- c0';lrse called "Introduction to
ticipated in intramural basket- SCIence and "the Humanities,"
ball and football, and is a mem- ~aught in sequence by six teachbel' of the Varsity Tennis Team mg fellows who are specialists
. Mr. Preziosi ;'ho is from th~ in English literature, mathemaBronx, receiv~d a $6,800 Gov- tics, chemistry, fine arts, philoernment Fellowship to George- sophy, and social science.
town, as announced in the last
Four Class Days
issue of the' Stag. He plans to
In the afternoon each student
apply for a scholarship to Har- elected a COUl;se in one of the six
v~rd, .where he will attend the disciplines. Students were reLmgUlstlcs School.
quired to be on campus from
Mr.. Preziosi is Editor of ~ew 8:30 a.m. to, 4 p.m., four days a
Frontlers, former Feature EdItor week, devoting time outside the
of the Stag.
regular classes to seminars,
group discussions, and inop.STUDE~T COUNCIL
pendent study.
OF:FICERS
Intensive sum mer courses
The results ,of the Student were offered in three forp.ign
Council. elections held on languages, biology, and psycholMay 15 are as .follows: Gerogy. Only 47 of the 72 students
aId McCarthy, '63. President:
took some form of summer
Kenneth Keane '64, Vice- study, and 12 of these ended, the
Pr~sident; Thoams, Fitzgercalendar year with 58 to 60
aId '63, Recording Secr~tary; credits, equivalent to the junior
James Davidson !64, Corres- year in college. Forty-six stuponding, Secretary: and Patdents earned 45 to 57' credits and
rick Hul"1ey '64, Treasurer.
may be considered upper sophoIt WgS stated in Gerry 'Mcmores. The remaining 14 varied
Carthy's nominating speech from 24 to 44 hours of credit.
that as part of 'his platform
'To test the validity of the curfor the coming term, he riculum, a control group was
'promised to revise the Coun- selected from the Hofstra freshcit Constitution, according to
man class. The New College stua spokesman for the Council. dents and the control group.

To lIarvard,

Photo by Pete Goss

6RAND KNIGHT Michel Lafitte presents the gavel of office to
Past Grand Knight Kenneth Dubuc in appreciation for his dili$'ent work during the past two years as Grand Knig'ht of the
Ignatian Council. The presentation was made at a banquet
given in honor of P.G.K. Dubuc.

Dubuc. Out; D'etmody
Cited; Lafitte Elected,
On Thursday, May 10, the
Ignatian Council of the Knights
of Columbus held their annual
banquet. The dinner was held
in honor of Kenneth Dubuc '62,
who for two years has been
Grand Knight of the award
winning council composed of
University students.
The Rev. T. Everett McPeake,
S.J., Chaplain of the Ignatian
Council, said that "in the history
of this council there are many
great names, but at the head of
them is the greatest - Kenneth
Dubuc."
Now "Past Grand
.Knight," Mr. Dubuc said in his
farewell speech, "the work of
the Council has just begun." He
urged each of the Brothers to
work for the Ignatian Council
and to "aspire t-o be a leader."
Past Grand Knight Dubuc
presented several awards at the
banquet. Those receiving awards
for their "outstanding service to
the council this year and in the
past were: Brothers Robert Lapierre, Michel Lafitte, Daniel
Smothergill, William Dermody,
Edward Cummings, Rob e l' t
Spring, Louis Ockey, and William Hoehler.
Singled out by the Past Grand
Knight for "Honorable Recognition" were Brothers Daniel
Schaefer,
Frank
Hendricks,
George O'Connell, John Carway,
Ted Arnold, Allen Joseph. Vincent D'Alessandro and Ernest
Webby.
Brother William Dermody received the special Knight of the
Year award.
Elections
At the last business meeting
of the Council, on May 2nd, the
new Grand Knight and various
other officers were elected for
the coming year. The new Grand
Knight of the Council is Michel
Lafitte '63, who last year served
the Council as Deputy Grand
Knight, and General Program
Chairman. Vincent R. D'Alessandro '65 was elected Deputy
Grand Knight of the Council,
and was appointed by Grand
Knight Lafitte as General Program Chairman.
Other ~fficers elected for the
coming year are: William HoehleI', Treasurer; Paul McNulty,
Recurding Secretary; Ronald
Bianchi,
Chancellor;
Joseph

Kelly, Adyocat'e; George Egan,
Warden; John CaI'way Outsi!ie
Gvard; -James Poole, Inside
Guard; Daniel Smothergill, First
Trustee; George O'Connell" Second Trustee; Thomas Rinaldi.
Th{rd -Trustee; and Leo Paq~
uette, Lecturer.
Grand Knight Michel Lafitte
annGunced the Committee Chairmen for the coming year at the
Banquet in honor of Past Grand
Knight Dubuc. They are:'Insurance - Membership: Bill Reidy
'63; Fraternal Activities: Jeffrey
Clairmont '64; Catholic Activities: Richard Lucey '63; Public
Relations: John Koenig '64;
Ignatian Bulletin: Gilbert Cass
'64, and Contact: Stephen Raye
'65. Various other appoinments
will be announced by Grand
Knight Lafitte at a latel~ date.
Grand Knight Lafitte presented Past Grand Knight Dubuc
with the gavel of office as a
token of the appreciation of all
the Brothers for his hard work
and for the many successe~
which his leadership brought to
the Council.

Frontiers En~s Year;
Outlines Autumn Plans
New Frontiers, the University's
Literary Magazine ends' its ye'ar
of publishing with its May issue,
due for release Mon. Spokesman for the magazine indicated
only some of the goals set for
the publication have been met
during the second semester of
this year. Plans for the fall include an intensive campaign to
further student-faculty exposure
in the magazine and the inclusion of serious photo-essays in
the format.
The editors also expressed
concern to increase the present
participation by the student
body. The creation of an Editorial Board and similar positions
is planned to encourage participation in the magazine.
Future issues of New Frontiers
will include the publishing of
the Kennealy - Buckley debate
and more of the faculty's work.
In addition the editors are always seeking more student work
in the areas of non-fiction fiction, poetry and drama.
'

Colonial Travel
Bureau, Inc.
Milton Foster, Pres.
Complete Travel Service
Air - Land - Sea
Specializing in Domestic &
Foreign Group Tours
953 Post Road
Fairfield
CL 6-1064
.,
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S h I Construction
Aids Cath 0 1Ie C 00
A group of ten lay missionaries will work as Lay Apostles in
Mexico for the coming summer
months. The laymen, representing such schools as Harvard,
Yale, Notre Dame, Fordham,
Manhattan, Hunter, the University of 'wisconsin, and Holy
Cross, also includes one graduating Fairfield Senior. The stu,
dent's name is being withheld
because o{' the nature of the
work.
The bishop of the Diocese of
Michoacan in Mexico and Padre
Caballero, the parish priest of
Pueblo Atecucario, extended invitations through Mr. William
Von Pinnon. Mr. Pinnon will direct the group along with the
Mexicans of Uruapan, Michoacan. Mr. Pinnon is a former
California resident who, with
his wife, has devoted his time
to lay missionary work.
In cooperation with the'Maryknoll Missions, he is reconstructing a 400-year-old hacienda into
the first Catholic school in the

area. The roof must be replaced,
room divisions constructed, and
plumbing and wiring installed.
Those interested in such an
apostolate, 'may contact Rev'.
McGowan, M.M. of Maryknoll
Missions, 121 East 39th Street,
New York.

the Educational Testing Service,
both at the beginning and end
of the year. According to Dr.
Johnson, the only significant difference in their grades was that
New College students were noticeably superior in the area of
humanities.
All Lectures Taped
A number of innovations in
the first year of the experiment
included: taping of every morning lecture, with the tapes available to students for review; instead of a formal course in English composition, one week of
intensive review at the beginning of the year, followed by req'uired weekly essays in each
subject studied; numerous field
trips 'relating to study, such as
visiting the Phoenix Theater to
see "Hamlet" when that play
was being studied; and considerable emphasis on the use of
audio visual aids. The term reports of the art students, for example, were taped, with the students reading their essays and
illustrating them with appropriate slides.

Soph. Supports Lupton
Organizes Committee
A ,,'Students for Lupton Committee" has been formed by
John Bradford, a sophomore at
Fairfield University. : The gr0up
was formed, according to ,'Mi,~
Bradfod, to "rally support
among college students at Fair e
field for the' candidacy of State
Senator John M. Lupton for tfie
Republican nomination for Gov':
ernor."
Mr. Bradford further stated
Senator Lupton's victory in the
Westport primary "has made it
evident that he is the man to
beat, andcandidate
that he the
willRepublibe the
strongest
cans can put up to oppose the
re-election of Gov. Dempsey.
"Senator Lupton," he added,
"presents the most clear-cut and
most positive alternative to the
big-budget, big deficit policies
of the Democratic leadership'."
Mr. Bradford said his group
at present consists mainly of Republicans, but Democrats and
Independents who support Senator Lupton's policies are also
welcom'e.

Parker's

1474 POST ROAD - FAIRFIELD CENTER
CL 6-0658

Paperback Book Specialists
• Over 5000 Titles
• 36 Hour Special Order Service

Books For Lent and Easter
Easter Greeting Cards
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FATHER'S. DAY CARDS
FOR

ALL KINDS OF DADS
Open Evenings til 9 P.M.

GRADUAnON CARDS
for

GRADE, HIGH AND
COLLEGE GRADUATES
only 10 min. f7'Om F.U.
- via TW'npike

• FURNISHINGS
• LEISURE WEAR

Henry's Mens Shop
1539 POST ROAD
F AIRFIELD CENTER
Sen'ing Fairfield since 1948
with Fine Men's Wear

RELIGIOUS GIFTS
for
ALL OCCASIONS

FAIRFIELD OFFICE
784 VILLA AVE., COR KINGS HIGHWAY

OPEN
FRIDAYS

TO
,8 P.M•

